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ABSTRACT
QUANTITATIVE MORPHOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF TERRESTRIAL GLACIAL
VALLEYSAND THE APPLICATION TO MARS
Kory Allred, Ph.D.
Department of Geography
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Wei Luo, Director
Although the current climate on Mars is very cold and dry, it is generally accepted that
the past environments on the planet were very different. Paleo-environments may have been
warm and wet with oceans and rivers. And there is abundant evidence of water ice and glaciers
on the surface as well. However, much of that comes from visual interpretation of imagery and
other remote sensing data. For example, some of the characteristics that have been utilized to
distinguish glacial forms are the presence of landscape features that appear similar to terrestrial
glacial landforms, constraining surrounding topography, evidence of flow, orientation, elevation
and valley shape. The main purpose of this dissertation is to develop a model that uses
quantitative variables extracted from elevation data that can accurately categorize a valley basin
as either glacial or non-glacial. The application of this model will limit the inherent subjectivity
of image analysis by human interpretation. The model developed uses hypsometric attributes
(elevation-area relationship), a newly defined variable similar to the equilibrium line altitude for
an alpine glacier, and two neighborhood search functions intended to describe the valley crosssectional curvature, all based on a digital elevation model (DEM) of a region. The classification
model uses data-mining techniques trained on several terrestrial mountain ranges in varied
geologic and geographic settings. It was applied to a select set of previously catalogued
locations on Mars that resemble terrestrial glaciers. The results suggest that the landforms do
have a glacial origin, thus supporting much of the previous research that has identified the glacial

landforms. This implies that the paleo-environment of Mars was at least episodically cold and
wet, probably during a period of increased planetary obliquity. Furthermore, the results of this
research and the implications thereof add to the body of knowledge for the current and past
Martian environments, which could inform future decisions for further scientific investigation
and exploration of Mars, including landing sites selection and even human habitation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 INTRODUCTION
Glacial geomorphology is an effective tool for determining former regional climates. In
the absence of ice, landforms created by glacial processes imply the existence of previous
climates that were conducive to glaciation; one does not have to see the glaciers to infer that they
were there. One particularly diagnostic landform is a glacial valley. The most common method
for identifying glacial valleys is through investigation of the landforms and through field visits.
Interpreting the various landforms and other evidence can give an indication as to the size, type,
extent and duration of the glaciation. However, although some work has been done regarding
the automatic detection of landforms, both the landform investigation and investigation of
observed field evidence are somewhat subjective because they rely on identification and visual
interpretation by humans in some regard. In a similar way, it has been long regarded that there
was an environment conducive to water and glaciers on Mars, a conclusion made through the
analysis of images and digital elevation data of the Martian surface. Subsequently,
approximately 1,300 locations have been identified with features similar to terrestrial glaciers.
However, field verification of these areas is currently limited to rover observation. Can a model
be created that quantitatively predicts the presence of glaciers? This research aims to investigate
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the possibility of a quantitative model to predict the presence of glaciers in a valley and, if
possible, apply that model to the Martian landscape to help decipher landforms visible in the
imagery and digital elevation model data.

1.1.1

TERRESTRIAL GLACIER PROCESSES AND EROSION
Temperate alpine glaciers slide down the mountain valley on a thin layer of water held

under the ice, relying on the meltwater from the glacier to lubricate the valley floor for basal
sliding (Glasser & Bennett, 2004). They are generally regarded as more erosive than cold
glaciers and fluvial systems (Brocklehurst & Whipple, 2006; Glasser & Bennett, 2004; Hallet,
Hunter, & Bogen, 1996), although at least one recent study challenges that, implying that the two
mechanisms are at least equally effective (Koppes & Montgomery, 2009). In any case, the
systems have very different erosive signature, leaving the valleys with, amongst other features,
V- or U-shaped cross section for fluvial and glacial systems, respectively.
Alpine glaciers have three primary modes for erosion. The first, quarrying (or plucking),
is the entrainment of crushed or broken rock lying beneath the glacier. Generally, the fracturing
of the rock is caused by the glacier itself where either the pressure differences in the underlying
rock or the basal water cause the fracture. Quarrying is most effective with thin, fast moving
glaciers with low basal pressures and high sliding velocities. Second, abrasion occurs when
material in the ice or sliding along the bedrock scrapes along the rock. Large clasts entrained in
the ice scratch the bedrock, creating grooves or striae while finer material polishes the surface
(Glasser & Bennett, 2004). Lastly, the glacial meltwater erodes the bedrock by either
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mechanical or chemical processes. The erosional efficacy of the meltwater depends on the
bedrock, the water discharge (i.e., the water velocity and turbulent flow), and the sediment in the
water (Eyles, 2006; Glasser & Bennett, 2004).
Some evidence of glaciation may only be observable at a local or micro-scale, perhaps
only during a field visit and not from aerial images. These include striations, grooves, polished
surfaces, and crescentic marks (Embleton & King, 1975; Harris Jr, 1943; James, 2003). It is
recognized that these observations are important indicators of glaciers. However, they pertain to
this research only in the fashion that they help modify the surface and aid in the larger
transportation of debris. Here, the focus is the shape and configuration of the valley as is
discernable from larger-scale elevation data; the small-scale observations are generally concealed
at such a scale and are not considered.

1.1.2

GLACIAL LANDFORMS
One of the best evidences of glaciation in alpine mountains is a cirque, a hollow at the top

of the glacial valley that is bounded upstream by a headwall and open downstream so that ice can
flow (Evans & Cox, 1974; Glasser & Bennett, 2004). Cirques form as snow collects in the upper
reaches of the valley, rotating from the accumulating ice and eroding the walls and bedrock,
creating the signature bowl shape, until the accumulated snow breaks through or overtops the
downstream walls. Along with signifying the origin or presence of a glacier, the position and
aspect of a cirque may be indicators of former snowlines, which may imply paleoclimatic
conditions (Glasser & Bennett, 2004). Another erosional landform common to glaciated
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environments is an arête (Egholm, Nielsen, Pedersen, & Lesemann, 2009). These are narrow,
jagged mountain crests, separating two valleys, and often formed by backward erosion of
adjoining cirque headwalls (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation
Service (ANRCS), n.d.). A third landform associated with glacial ice is a roche moutonnée, an
asymmetrical knob with abrasions on the less steep, up-valley (stoss) side and quarrying on the
steeper down-valley (lee) side. The asymmetry comes in part from the different modes of
erosion and their varying effectiveness. Furthermore, while not necessarily a landform, signature
features often observed in glaciated valleys are the apparent steps in the long profile of the
valleys. These are the effect of tributaries joining the main channel. As the ice coalesces, there
is an increase in the discharge rate, leading to the ice sliding faster and increased erosion.
Therefore, the steps are often found below the tributary junction (Anderson, Molnar, & Kessler,
2006; MacGregor, Anderson, Anderson, & Waddington, 2000). In the same manner, a decrease
in the valley width (i.e., flow area) can also result in a step in the long profile (Anderson et al.,
2006).

1.1.3

MARS PARAMETERS
In general, the current environment on Mars is inhospitable to humans. The equatorial

radius of Mars is approximately half the size and the mass is about 1/10th of Earth. The surface
gravity is just over 1/3 of that on Earth and the average temperature is much colder on Mars.
Mars is 1.52 astronomic units from the sun, leading to a longer orbital period. Moreover, the
Martian surface pressure is 1/100th of Earth. However, Mars is the nearest neighbor to Earth and
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does have some similarities. The current mean obliquity is very near Earth’s and the rotational
period is also similar, the length of a day on Mars is 24.7 hours. See Table 1 (Williams, 2016)
for more specific information.
TABLE 1: BASIC PARAMETERS OF MARS
Earth
Radius (km)
6,378
Mean distance from sun (km)
1.496 x 108
Mean distance from sun (AU)
1
Obliquity (°)
25.2
Orbital eccentricity
0.0167
Atmosphere (bar)
1
2
Gravity (m/s )
3.7
24
Mass (10 kg)
5.972
3
Density (g/cm )
5.5
Avg. Temperature (°C)
15

1.1.4

Mars
3,396
2.279 x 108
1.52
23.4
0.0935
0.01
9.8
0.642
3.92
-65

MARS GEOLOGIC HISTORY
The accretion of Mars as a planet began approximately 4.5Gyr BP. Between that time

and the beginning of the first geologic period (4.1Gyr BP), the planet was impacted by a large
meteor, creating the currently discernable difference in the global topography, although that
method of formation is not absolute. In addition to the stark difference in elevation between the
two regions, the southern highlands is heavily modified by craters and valley networks whereas
the northern plains is relatively smooth and flat (Carr & Head, 2010).
The Martian epochs are shown in Figure 1 along with the dominant geologic events that
modified the surface during those periods. The Noachian period occurred from approximately
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Figure 1. Geologic events as a function of time. The probable relative rates of unit formation
and weathering are plotted over time, comparing Martian and Terrestrial time periods. Time is
shown in million years before present (Carr & Head, 2010).

4.1-3.7Gyr ago, the beginning coinciding with the formation of Hellas (Carr & Head,
2010), the largest and most well-preserved impact basin on Mars (Tanaka, Kargel, MacKinnon,
Hare, & Hoffman, 2002). The period was dominated by high rates of cratering, erosion, valley
formation and surface weathering. Volcanic activity was also heaviest during this time with the
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1000km

Figure 2: Prominent region and mountain names on Mars with MOLA topographic data. Region
names are underlined.

initiation of the Tharsis region, a complex of material that lies over 9 km above the surrounding
region and has 3 of Mars’ highest volcanoes (Carr & Head, 2010; Hynek & Phillips, 2003). The
valley networks formation began in the late Noachian, continued in limited occurrences through
the remaining epochs, and are the result of at least episodic precipitation; the cause of the warm
and wet surface conditions is unclear though. Possible sources include global warming from
impacts and volcanism, warming from greenhouse gases (Carr & Head, 2010), or a combination
of these with the insolation from changes in the obliquity and an albedo effect from the dark
portions of the Martian surface (Baker et al., 2015).
After the Noachian period, the Hesperian period occurred until approximately 3.0Gyr BP.
During that time, volcanic activity was episodic. As Tharsis continued to grow, faults began to
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form radially from the region, which are believed to be the cause of Valles Marineris, the
collection of canyons lying east of the region. Although low order fluvial activity was limited,
large outflow events occurred and were probably caused by the rapid release of massive amounts
of water from an aquifer and not precipitation. A sharp decline in the erosion rates of the valleys
indicates that an aqueous environment was unlikely during the period. Moreover, the presence
of sulfates and phyllosillicates may imply two other climates (Carr & Head, 2010). The hydrated
silicates would have come from a wet environment, although a long term water presence is not
necessary (Poulet et al., 2005), and the other possibility is an acidic environment such as acid
fogs or groundwater affected by magmatic volatiles (Carr & Head, 2010).
The Amazonian period followed the Hesperian and continues until the present time. The
boundary between the Hesperian and Amazonian periods is ambiguous with no geologic event to
demarcate the phases. The erosion rates during the Amazonian are very low and landscape
change by impact cratering, tectonism and volcanism is only modest. Volcanic activity was
limited to the Tharsis and Elysium regions. Therefore, geomorphic modification during the
Amazonian period was primarily performed by ice and glaciers. In the mid-latitudes (30-60°),
ice is unstable because temperatures can reach above the freezing point during the summer days.
Ice is stable just below the surface, depending on the thermal inertia of the surface, and certainly
above 60° latitude, where it has been detected by instrumentation aboard satellites. However,
during times of high obliquity, ice is stable at the lower latitudes. Currently, much of the midlatitude belt is covered with a thin (~10m) ice-dust mixture that is generally smooth, but is pitted
where partially excavated. This ice-dust veneer was possibly deposited 0.4-2.0Myr BP during
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one of the high obliquity periods. Additionally, both the north and south pole have substantial
ice caps that are comprised of thin ice and dust layers, possibly the result of the variations in
orbit and rotation (Carr & Head, 2010).

1.2 WATER ON MARS
Although the current environment is not conducive to liquid water on the surface of
Mars, valley networks and related landforms exist that signify the existence of the flowing water
in the planet’s history. Based on crater count, the valley networks formed during the late
Noachian and early Hesperian periods, with limited valley networks forming after, but only from
episodic and limited events. Most of the valley networks are 1-4km wide, 50-300m deep with a
nearly constant incision depth, and generally less than 200km long, draining into local
depressions such as craters (Carr, 2012).
Precipitation and surface water runoff processes during periods of warm and wet climate
are probable, characterized by tapered heads at the upper reaches of valleys that blend with
topography (Figure 3c), high drainage densities (Figure 3a), low junction angle (Figure 3e), Vshaped cross sections (Figure 3g) and an increase in network order (Gulick, 2001; Hynek &
Phillips, 2003). However, during the early Hesperian, the flow mechanism most likely
transitioned to predominantly groundwater sapping (Carr, 2012) as evidenced by amphitheater
like heads (Figure 3d), low area to valley ratio, low drainage densities (Figure 3b), steep walls
and high junction angles (Figure 3f), high number of first-order tributaries, and similar
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Figure 3: Valley features and characteristics for precipitation run-off and ground water sapping
origins (Figures 3a and 3b adapted from Charles Darwin University, 2017; Figures 3c and 3d
adapted from Luo, 2000)

depths in valleys and tributaries (Gulick, 2001). And as previously explained, large outflow
channels also existed, probably formed from the sudden release of stored water in intra-canyon
lakes or groundwater trapped below the thick cryosphere or from melting ground ice during
volcanic activity (Baker et al., 2015; Carr, 2012). Both of these mechanisms indicate fluvial
origin, but lava flow hasn’t been ruled out. Other evidence for the flow of water on mars
includes landforms that resemble lake deltas and meltwater under static ice-sheets, as well as
linear flow lines (Carr, 2012; Ivanov, Hiesinger, Erkeling, & Reiss, 2014).
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1.3

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This research is presented in three parts. In the first (Chapter 2), a model to differentiate

between fluvial and glaciated basins on Earth is presented. It is based on the valley hypsometry
(area-elevation relationship) and a parameter similar to the equilibrium line altitude (ELA)
utilized in glacial basins to define the change between the accumulation and ablation zones. In
total, this model is based on 5 quantitative input variables that are measured or derived from the
elevation data. It uses a number of previously categorized valleys from five separate regions
(Amerson, Montgomery, & Meyer, 2008; Brocklehurst & Whipple, 2004; Naylor & Gabet,
2007). This manuscript poses these research questions:
•

Can hypsometric attributes be used to differentiate between glacial and non-glacial
alpine valleys?

•

Can those attributes be used in a predictive model to accurately categorize valley
basins as glaciated or non-glaciated?

In the second part (Chapter 3), the input variables are expanded to investigate other
variables that effectively categorize the glaciated and non-glaciated valleys in an effort to
produce an improved model that better differentiates the two valley types. The valley curvature
is a principal component in differentiating between the two types of valleys. To aid in finding
the differences between the cross-sectional shape, two surface representation tools were
investigated. The first is the valley ‘openness’, which calculates the viewing angle around a
central point (Yokoyama, Shirasawa, & Pike, 2002) such that a value near 0 is a very closed
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view looking up and a value near 180 represents a very open view. Also implemented is the
Geomorphons algorithm, which like the ‘openness’, searches the region surrounding a central
point seeking to characterize geomorphic landforms (Jasiewicz & Stepinski, 2013). In this
research, it is applied to the surface curvature data rather than the elevation data to assess
changes. Therefore, the research questions posed by this manuscript are:
•

Can the curvature components of the basin be used to differentiate between glacial
and non-glacial valleys?

•

Can the model developed in Chapter 2 be improved with the curvature attributes?

The third portion of this dissertation (Chapter 4) aims to address the question of whether
glaciers existed in past climates on Mars. Termed glacier like forms (GLF), various features
resembling terrestrial glacial landforms have been identified through visual inspection of
imagery of Mars’ surface. However, the quantitative analysis of the GLFs has been limited. The
research questions related to the third part of this work are:
•

Can the classification model developed in Chapters 2 and 3 be applied to Mars,
specifically to the regions previously determined to hold GLFs?

•

Are the GLFs glaciated?
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1.4

SUMMARY
Through the study and analysis of the characteristics that separate glacial and non-glacial

basins, this research attempts to categorize the valleys within the two groups based on mapped
elevation data. This is especially useful for regions that are difficult or impossible to investigate
through field visits, but where ample remote sensing data is possible. Moreover, it is an
objective, quantitative modelling method which does not rely on human perception or
interpretation. Confirmation of a glacial presence would help others to better understand past
environments and ultimately the processes that shape the surface. This concept applies to
terrestrial and extraterrestrial areas. Previous research on Martian landforms has been based on
imagery or basic measurements that are derived from georeferenced imagery (e.g., valley length,
width, etc.) In contrast, this research is based on measurements obtained from the valley,
considering the 3-dimensional aspect of it, and may lead to more definitive results. Furthermore,
as the quest for Mars colonization becomes more intense, an understanding of the current and
past environment may be vital for the selection of a landing area. On the current surface of
Mars, liquid water is not sustainable. But if it can be shown that an area was occupied by
glaciers, the occurrence of past ice may imply the presence of current water, which is vital for
life as we understand it.
This dissertation is composed of three related manuscripts that stand alone as individual
research articles. Chapters 2-4 represent the separate research papers, each intended to be
freestanding and published separately. Therefore, there is some repetitiveness throughout the
dissertation. For example, glacial landforms and their characteristics are discussed in varying
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extent in each of the chapters and the basins used for the model bases are described in Chapters 2
and 3. This collective design was intentional because it allowed for the publication of the
material throughout the dissertation development.

CHAPTER 2
DATA-MINING BASED DETECTION OF GLACIERS: QUANTIFYING THE
EXTENT OF ALPINE VALLEY GLACIATION

1

2.1 ABSTRACT
The extent of glaciation in alpine valleys often gives clues to past climates, plate
movement, mountain landforms, bedrock geology and more. However, without field
investigation, the degree to which a valley was affected by a glacier has been difficult to assess.
We developed a model that uses quantitative parameters derived from digital elevations model
(DEM) data to predict whether a glacier was likely present in an alpine valley. The model’s
inputs are mainly derived from the basin hypsometry, and a new parameter termed the
Hypothetical Basin Equilibrium Elevation (HBEE), which is based on the equilibrium elevation
altitude (ELA) of a glacier. We used data mining techniques that comb through large data sets to
find patterns for classification and prediction as the basis for the model. Four classifiers were

1

This chapter was previously published as “Allred, K. J., & Luo, W. (2015). Data-mining Based
Detection of Glaciers: Quantifying the Extent of Alpine Valley Glaciation. AIMS Geosciences,
1(1), 1–18. https://doi.org/10.3934/geosci.2015.1.1.” It is reprinted by permission of AIMS press.
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utilized, and each was tested with two different training set/test data ratios of nearly 150 basins
that were previously delineated as fully- or non-glaciated. The classifiers had a predictive
accuracy of up to 90% with none falling below 72%. Two of the classifiers, classification tree
and naïve-Bayes, have graphical outputs that visually describe the classification process,
predictive results, and in the naïve-Bayes case, the relative effectiveness towards the model of
each attribute. In all scenarios, the HBEE was found to be an accurate predictor for the model.
The model can be applied to any area where glaciation may have occurred, but is particularly
useful in areas where the valley is inaccessible for detailed field investigation.

2.2 INTRODUCTION

The study of alpine valleys and glacial landscapes requires interdisciplinary knowledge,
including geology, geography, tectonics, and geomorphology (Gillespie, 1982; Brandon, RodenTice, & Garver, 1998; Delmas, Gunnell, & Calvet, 2014; Montgomery, Balco, & Willett, 2001;
Poulos, Pierce, Flores, & Benner, 2012; Yanites & Ehlers, 2012) Understanding them helps give
clues to past climates, plate movement, mountain landforms, bedrock geology and more. Those
alpine valleys have been created by a combination of tectonic and erosional processes. The erosive
capability of fluvial and glacial systems has been an area of intense research (Brocklehurst &
Whipple, 2002; Hallet, Hunter, & Bogen, 1996; Headley, Hallet, Roe, Waddington, & Rignot,
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2012; Hooyer, Cohen, & Iverson, 2012; Koppes & Montgomery, 2009; Oerlemans, 1984).
Alpine regions dominated by fluvial activity typically have concave long profiles and V-shaped
cross-sections through the valley. The comparatively steady flow of a river down-cuts the valley at
its lowest point, leaving a cross-section with near constant slopes (Sternai, Herman, Fox, &
Castelltort, 2011) or possibly terraces where substantial changes in stream flow have occurred at
times to modify the valley (Hanson, Mason, & Goble, 2006). On the other hand, alpine areas that
have been subject to glacial activity also have concave upward long profiles, but those occur at the
lower reach of the valley and exhibit a more knobby profile at the headwaters (Anderson, Molnar,
& Kessler, 2006). This occurs because glaciers generally develop in cirques at the upper reach of a
valley until they break through or flow over the barrier walls. The ice then travels down the valley
and forms moraines at possibly several termini. Glacial valleys also typically have a U-shaped
cross section (Sternai et al., 2011). In a temperate glacial system where the ice moves down the
valley on a thin layer of water, it primarily erodes the bed of the valley. However, because of the
size, relative amount, and internal flow of the ice, the sides of the valley are also eroded (Harbor,
1992). The river systems are generally considered to be less erosive than glacial ice; however,
some evidence indicates the fluvial systems are at least as erosive, if not more in some cases
(Koppes & Montgomery, 2009).
Historically, the influence of glaciers on valley formation, if present at all, has been
primarily determined by field investigations searching for residual evidence, and by analysis of
geologic and topographic maps (Brocklehurst & Whipple, 2004). Quantitatively representing
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them, however, has been a large struggle and has been the focus of research in the recent past
(Amerson, Montgomery, & Meyer, 2008; Anders, Mitchell, & Tomkin, 2010; Bonk, 2002;
Brown, Lusch, & Duda, 1998; Swanson II, 2012; Sternai et al., 2011). Swanson (2012)
attempted to quantitatively study the morphology of a glaciated valley by investigating the slope,
curvature, and elevation distribution of both glaciated and non-glaciated basins. He used these
quantitative measures in developing various plots (e.g. frequency distribution or box and
whisker) to illustrate the differences between glaciated, partially glaciated and fluvial landscapes.
Swanson also graphed the area distribution compared to the elevation, which explores how land
mass is distributed through a basin. Swanson’s work presented several quantitative parameters of
basins to compare glaciated and non-glaciated landscapes, highlighting their differences. But
those comparisons were only based on the graphs and their shapes, and he did not present a
method or model to predict whether a separate, unknown basin would have been modified by
glacial erosion. Bonk (2002) also utilized measurable parameters of mountain valleys, including
slope angle, slope aspect and curvature, but used them to identify and define terrain-form
objects.
Similarly, Amerson et al. (2008) compared the morphometry of glaciated and fluvial
valleys by studying their valley relief, width and cross-sectional area, and relating those to the
drainage basins of each valley. They developed power-law regression equations for the three
parameters based on the basin areas and concluded that the valley relief, width, and crosssectional area in fact scale with the drainage areas differently between glacial and fluvial basins.
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The authors compared the glacial and fluvial valleys and quantitatively proved a difference.
However, they also did not offer a model or algorithm for glaciation prediction.
Sternai et al. (2011) used the hypsometric curve (i.e. frequency distribution of elevations)
to describe how glacial erosion influences elevation distributions in alpine valleys and to help
characterize fluvial and glaciated landscapes. They defined a new parameter called the
hypsokyrtome that compares the gradient of the hypsometric curve to a reference value. They
found that the hypsokyrtome and the hypsometric integral (area under the curve) are useful
parameters to indicate geographic areas where glacial erosion was present.
To the best of our knowledge, a method that has not been explored with or linked to the
quantitative morphological studies of glacial valleys is data mining, or knowledge discovery from
data (KDD). This is a relatively new technique that combs through large data sets to find patterns
in the data that can be used for associations or correlations, classification or prediction, and a
host of other analyses (Han & Kamber, 2006; Wahbeh, Al-Radaideh, Al-Kabi, & Al-Shawakfa,
2011). Closely related to data mining is machine learning, of which the goal is to generalize a set
of observed data for use with new, unobserved data (Giudici, 2005). Of importance to this
project is the classification of data, a technique for predicting a group or category for some event
based on a set of attributes and an input model (Haghanikhameneh, Panahy, Khanahmadliravi, &
Mousavi, 2012).
The specific goal of this research is to develop and test a quantitative model that depicts
the extent to which alpine valleys have been glaciated based on previously studied basins that
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have been categorized as glacial or non-glacial (i.e. whether glaciers have significantly modified
the basin). The model will be based primarily on the form and statistics of the hypsometric curve
(area-elevation curve, details below) for each valley and will be created by using various data
mining techniques. The model will ultimately be utilized to predict the extent to which a valley
was glaciated based on the same attributes, which can be easily obtained from digital elevation
model (DEM) data.

2.3 STUDY AREA, DATA, AND BASIN DELINEATION

2.3.1 STUDY AREA

The study area consists of 6 mountainous regions where the extent of glaciation has
previously been studied and published. The first region included is from the eastern Sierra
Nevada range in east-central California. The area consists mainly of homogenous Cretaceous
granodiorites and quartz monzonites and has a current uplift rate of approximately 0.2mm/yr
predominantly due to strike/slip motion in the Owen’s Valley Fault to the east (Brocklehurst &
Whipple, 2002). Also included is a portion of the Sangre de Cristo Range in southern Colorado
with Paleozoic sedimentary units and Precambrian metamorphic rocks and faulting slip rates of
approximately 0.1–0.2mm/yr (Brocklehurst & Whipple, 2004). The third region is along the
eastern side of the Ben Ohau Range in New Zealand. It is predominantly composed of
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greywacke and argillaceous metasediments with some schist and localized volcanic rock; uplift
rates are near 0.8mm/yr (Brocklehurst & Whipple, 2004). The degree of glaciation ranges from
non- to fully-glaciated with varying intermediate designations and was determined by investigating
geologic maps, aerial photographs, topographic maps and independent field observations
(Brocklehurst & Whipple, 2004). The Bitterroot Mountains in western Montana have a
metamorphic core complex with metasedimentary rocks to the north and granite to the south
(Naylor & Gabet, 2007) and the uplift from the fault slip rate is approximately 0.14mm/yr (Foster,
Brocklehurst, & Gawthorpe, 2008). In northwest Washington State, the Olympic mountain
complex consists mainly of clastic sediments in three units, primarily composed of turbidite
sandstones with pillow basalts (Brandon et al., 1998; Montgomery, 2002). The range has basins
that were previously classified from analysis of geologic maps as glaciated, partially glaciated or
unglaciated (Amerson et al., 2008). Lastly, a portion of the Sawtooth Mountains in south-central
Idaho were included as study sites, which had been classified as either glaciated or fluvial based on
analysis of geologic maps, digital elevation models (DEMs) and aerial photographs along with
field reconnaissance studies. The area consists mostly of Cretaceous biotite granodiorite, biotite
granite, and rhyolitic to andesitic dikes (Amerson et al., 2008).
Given that the focus of this research was mainly methodological in terms of defining a
classification model, the focus was not on the climate or tectonics of each of the study areas,
although they were noted. In gathering the data, the study areas were collected from varying
geographic regions in order to establish a more robust model. And it is believed that the varying
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climate and tectonics of the areas should actually make the model more powerful in that it is
based on data from different regions and settings. Furthermore, these sites were selected because
in most of the selected ranges, the degree of glaciation was spatially variable, there is no pattern of
glaciation through the range that is immediately apparent. The two exceptions are the Bitteroot site
where the north and south facing slopes are either glaciated or non-glaciated, respectively, and the
Sawtooth Mountains where the glaciation is longitudinally variable with the glaciated basins
falling entirely to the east of the non-glaciated basins. The spatially variable arrangement is useful
because it eliminates the necessity for geographically weighted variables, possibly making the
hypsometric parameters included herein more apparent. Another reason for selecting the sites used
in this study is that none of them were dominated by either glaciated or non-glaciated basins, the
count for each type is approximately equal. This makes for a larger bank of basins of both types to
base the classification model on.

2.3.2 DATA AND BASIN DELINEATION

Morphometric analysis for this study was performed using ArcGIS and MATLAB
software, and was based on 30-meter DEMs obtained from the United States Geologic Survey
(USGS) National Elevation Dataset and EarthExplorer databases. The basins were defined using
the projected DEMs by first filling any anomalous low points with the “Fill” function in ArcGIS.
The flow direction and flow accumulation grids were calculated using their respective functions.
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In order to create basins at the correct size, all cells above some threshold were selected from the
flow accumulation grid to define streams and the cells flowing into numerous streams were
grouped to form different watersheds. For the purposes of this research, the flow accumulation
threshold was chosen so that the derived watersheds closely matched the basins previously
defined. To further assure that the delineated watersheds closely match those from previous
studies, outlet points and, in some cases, manual editing were used.
There were a total of 190 basins described above and 75 of them have been designated as
Fully-glaciated (“full”), 46 with minor, moderate, or significant glaciation (“intermediate”), and
69 as Non-glaciated (“none”). For this study we concentrated on the extreme cases, i.e., the
“full” and “none” cases, giving a sample size of 144 basins to consider.

2.4 QUANTITATIVE PARAMETERS

2.4.1 HYPSOMETRIC ATTRIBUTES

Hypsometric analysis is the comparison between elevation and area encapsulated by that
elevation (Strahler, 1952). The curve takes the form of a cumulative graph with elevation on the
vertical axis and area on the horizontal. Both of these are normalized by dividing the measured
values by the maximum of the basin, making the range of possible values of the elevation and
area 0 to 1. This allows the different basins from different regions to be compared easily (Ramu
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& Mahalingam, 2012). The curve can be described as a cumulative probability distribution based
on the elevation and area of the basin, resulting in an s-shaped curved that can be represented by
a polynomial function (Harlin, 1978; Pérez-Peña, Azañón, & Azor, 2009).
The area under the curve is the hypsometric integral (HI). It is a quantitative measure of
the development stage or age of a drainage basin in terms of the drainage maturity and ranges
between 0 and 1 on the normalized graph. For example, an HI near 1 is indicative of a youthful
stage and the curve is commonly convex in shape (Pérez-Peña et al., 2009). This implies that the
HI is at least partially representative of the stage of development and that it can be utilized to
compare landscapes of varying origin or modification. HI can be calculated as (1) where x is the
relative area and f(x) is related to the relative height.
However, curves with very different shapes could have similar HI values (Harlin, 1978;
Luo, 2000). Harlin (1978) developed 4 other parameters to supplement the HI that are derived by
treating the hypsometric curve as a cumulative probability distribution and calculating the
statistical moments. These parameters are the skewness (SK), kurtosis (KU), density skewness
(DSK), and density kurtosis (DKU) (refer to (Harlin, 1978) for complete derivation). In statistics,
skewness is representative of the asymmetry of a distribution about the mean, being either
positive (skew to the right) or negative (skew to the left) (Giudici, 2005). Kurtosis is a measure
of the “flatness” or “peakedness” of a function compared to the normal distribution (Giudici,
2005).
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The density skewness and density kurtosis are the skewness and kurtosis of hypsometric
density function, being the first derivative of the hypsometric curve (Luo, 1998). The attributes
defined (HI, SK, KU, DSK, DKU) describe different aspects of the shape of the curve, and they
also portray certain properties of the basin. For example, the HI is indicative of the amount of
material remaining after surface erosion (Strahler, 1952), the skewness represents the amount of
headward erosion in the upper reach, density skewness is indicative of slope change, kurtosis
reflects the erosion in the upper and lower reaches and density kurtosis signifies the amount of
midbasin slope (Harlin, 1978). For this study, the derived watershed boundaries as described
above were used to clip the DEM for deriving each basin’s hypsometric curve and related
attributes using the GIS extension CalHypso (Pérez-Peña et al., 2009).

2.4.2 HYPSOMETRICAL BASIN EQUILIBRIUM ELEVATION (HBEE)

In addition to the hypsometric attributes attained with the CalHypso tool, a fifth
parameter is herein introduced that is theoretically based on the equilibrium line altitude (ELA)
of a valley glacier and is termed the hypothetical basin equilibrium elevation (HBEE). The ELA
is the elevation within the valley where the deposition of glacier-forming snow is equal to the
ablation (Anders et al., 2010). Above the ELA there is a net gain of snow and below it there is a
net loss of snow. The ELA is directly related to the temperature, topography and climate of the
region (Anders et al., 2010) and is therefore dynamic both seasonally and over longer time
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periods. In the valley, the region at or near the ELA is also the area where maximum erosion
occurs. Here, the ice is thickest, leading to increased sliding velocity, and increasing the potential
to scour or pluck more material from the valley floor (Thomson et al., 2010). Current and
reconstructed glaciers typically have more accumulation area than ablation area, and ratio of
accumulation area to the total glacial area (accumulation area ratio, AAR) has a typical range of
0.5–0.8 (Anderson et al., 2006; Bahr, Dyurgerov, & Meier, 2009).
The concept of ELA is defined relative to the surface of glacial ice, which is difficult to
obtain for past glaciers. Our HBEE is conceptually similar to ELA but defined relative to present
day topography, which is readily available. Since present day topography is a result of erosion
from past erosional processes, including glaciers, the HBEE offers a quantitative measure to link
present topography to possible past glacial activities. The HBEE can be derived automatically
using a program. The program (written in MatLab) starts with an initial elevation at the bottom
of the basin and finds the ratio of the area of the watershed that lies above this initial elevation to
the total area of the watershed (i.e., the AAR). It then examines if the AAR is at the desired value
(e.g., 0.57, (Bahr et al., 2009)). If not, the elevation is increased a small increment and the
process is repeated. The process stops when the AAR is at or just above the desired value; the
elevation at which the ratio is satisfied (i.e., the desired AAR) is the HBEE for that watershed.
One example is shown in Figure 4. The program is automated to process all the watersheds in
this study, one watershed at a time.
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a)

b)

Figure 4. HBEE definition of a sample alpine basin. Figure 4a shows the elevations distribution
(blue being lowest elevation and red being highest). Figure 4b is the same basin with the area
above the HBEE shaded in brown.
Similar to the ELA, the HBEE will not only vary between basins, but also from region to
region because it is affected and dictated by the climate and environment.

This makes it

impractical to use the measured HBEE elevation directly in any analysis. To make it comparable
between regions, we normalize the HBEE by creating a ratio of the calculated HBEE for each
basin of a region to the median HBEE for that region. This creates a standardized HBEE for each
basin that can be compared with other basins. This is useful because the HBEE of each basin in a
particular range can be compared against that in other, separate regions that show varying
degrees of glaciation. We also considered creating a ratio with the minimum, maximum and
average values over each range but excluded them because they were not as effective as
predictors or the possible range of values was too large and not comparable with the other
regions.
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2.5 DATA MINING ANALYSIS

We use a popular data mining software, Orange, developed by the Bioinformatics
Laboratory at the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia, as our tool for the data mining analysis.

It

has a visual programming component that allows for easy data-input and manipulation through
widgets that can be assembled to create and test several classifier routines and models
concurrently (Demšar et al., 2013; Wahbeh et al., 2011).
For this research, we compiled four separate classifiers that simultaneously create
separate functions to predict the extent of a basin’s glaciation based on the hypsometric variables
and HBEE. Those classifiers are classification trees (CT), random forest (RF), naïve Bayes (NB),
and k-nearest neighbors (kNN).
Classification tree: This type of classifier algorithm works by recursively splitting
independent variables into branches through several iterations until a data sub-set is
accomplished that includes only instances of the same class and another split is either not
possible or it is not beneficial to the model (Bellazzi & Zupan, 2008). A “tree” is formed in that
the model starts with a root variable and splits it into 2 subsets, and the process is repeated with
other independent variables, creating “branches” and “leaves” with the optimum outcome. The
optimum split and pruning rules are controlled by heuristics to create small but accurate trees
that don’t over-fit the data (Bellazzi & Zupan, 2008).
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Random Forest: As the name implies, the random forest classifier is a collection of
classification trees classifiers that are constructed from independent but identically distributed
random vectors and then each tree casts a vote for the most popular classification of the
dependent variable (Breiman, 2001). This approach aims to correct the problems of over-fitting
the training data to make a tree too complex and pruning a fully grown tree that may increase the
generalizations on the training data (Ho, 1995).
Naïve Bayes: The Naïve Bayes classifier uses conditional and unconditional probabilities
based on the training dataset to predict the class a sample would belong to. It is one of the most
basic and accurate predictive methods available. The unconditional probability comes from the
number of instances for each class in the training set divided by the total number training
samples (Bellazzi & Zupan, 2008; Catal, Sevim, & Diri, 2011). The conditional probability is
created by multiplying the prior unconditional probability by the probabilities of the attributes to
some outcome (i.e. the probability of an outcome is based on the product of the prior probability
and the probability that an attribute contributes to the outcome) (Bellazzi & Zupan, 2008).
K-Nearest Neighbor: the kNN approach predicts the outcome of an unknown dataset based
on similar instances from a training set with the same parameters and uses the trainer’s most
prominent classification to assign a predictive class for the unknown (Bellazzi & Zupan, 2008).
In other words, the reference points from the training set are plotted in a d-dimensional space and
a point to be classified (or query point) is located. The distances from the query point to the
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reference points are calculated and the class of the k-nearest ones are used to classify the query
point (Figure 5) (Garcia, Debreuve, Nielsen, & Barlaud, 2010).

2.6 RESULTS

Using the ArcGIS software and CalHypso extension, we obtained the values of HI, SK,
KU, DSK, and DKU for the 144 basins. We expected the average values related to each of the
parameters to be significantly different between fully-glaciated and non-glaciated basins;
however, the averages for some of the groups are surprisingly similar. For example, the average
HI value for the non-glaciated basins is 0.506 while the value for the fully-glaciated basins is
0.497, and the results are similar for the kurtosis and density kurtosis.

Figure 5: Illustration of the kNN search strategy (from Garcia et al., 2010). The red cross
indicates the point to be classified (query point). Blue dots represents reference points. The
query is classified based on k nearest reference points.
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Since some of the averages were similar, we ran regression analysis on the assigned
glaciation designation against all of the hypsometric attributes and the HBEE to help identify the
parameters that contribute more to the model. The result showed that, based on the t-statistics
(overall R2 = 0.43), the HI, SK, KU, and HBEE are all statistically significant at a 95% confidence
level, whereas the DSK and DKU were not. In other words, the model is significantly influenced
by 4 of the 6 parameters.
With the Orange software, we can specify which variables should be used to build the
model, how many samples are to be used to train the model and how many samples are to be
used to test the model result and derive accuracy. For variables, we used all of the hypsometric
attributes (HI, SK, KU, DSK, DKU, & HBEE) and during a second version of the model only
those that were found to be significant in regression analysis (HI, SK, KU & HBEE). For
samples, three scenarios were presented. First, all 144 samples were used to train and build the
model and the resultant model was applied back to classify the samples and derive accuracy.
This approach usually results in overfitting of the model and overestimate of accuracy (Giudici,
2005), with kNN method producing 100% accuracy (Table 2). Second, 80% of the samples (115
basins) were used to train the classifiers and the resultant model was applied to test the separate,
remaining 20% of the samples (29 basins), which did not participate in the training, and were
used to derive the model accuracy. This approach usually produces more reliable accuracy
estimate (Giudici, 2005) and as shown in Table 2, the model correctly classifies up to 90% of the
testing subset, with the kNN analysis being the most successful. The dual-set training and testing
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model building method (using 80% and 20% in our case) is an accepted way to create a
classification model.
A similar 3-way approach (using training, calibration and testing) was not implemented
because the Orange software we chose to use does not explicitly allow for a calibration step and
seems to handle that internally with the training step. Third, a cross-validation approach is used,
in which all but one sample were used to train the model and that one sample used for validation.
This process is repeated, each time with a different sample left out (Shao, 1993). This approach
also produces a reasonable accuracy estimate, comparable to that of the second scenario (Table
2). Ultimately, the results show that kNN model is the best, with overall accuracy reaching 90%,
a conclusion that is further supported by the user and producer accuracies of the model (Table 3).

2.7 DISCUSSION

The results presented in Tables 2 and 3 show that the hypsometric attributes and the derived
HBEE can reliably predict the existence of glaciation in a mountain valley with up to 90%
accuracy. In all cases, the kNN model performed the best, showing that a predictive model that
works on a case-by-case basis outperforms the ones that try to generalize the data and create a set
of equations of if-then scenarios to guide the user towards a prediction. However, that is also one
of the disadvantages of the kNN model, there is no output for the user to follow or apply to other
datasets. On the other hand, the other three classifier methods have a visual or methodical output
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TABLE 2: OVERALL CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF THE PREDICTOR MODEL
FOR 4 CLASSIFIERS
100% training, 100%test

80% training, 20% test

Crossvalidation
HI, SK, KU,
HBEE

HI, SK, KU,
HI, SK, KU,
HI, SK, KU,
HI, SK, KU,
HBEE, DSK,
HBEE
HBEE, DSK,
HBEE
DKU
DKU
NB
76%
78%
76%
76%
72%
RF
92%
92%
86%
83%
78%
CT
96%
97%
72%
69%
76%
kNN
100%
99%
90%
86%
81%
(NB=Naïve Bayes, RF=Random Forest, CT=Classification Tree, kNN=k-nearest neighbors).
Values represent percentage of test data accurately classified with prediction model

TABLE 3: USER AND PRODUCER ACCURACY OF THE PREDICTOR MODEL FOR 4
CLASSIFIERS
HI, SK, KU, HBEE, DSK, DKU

NB
RF
CT
KNN

100% training, 100% Test
80% training, 20% Test
User
Producer
User
Producer
Fu
Non
None
ll None
Full
e
Full
None
Full
73%
79% 84%
67%
79%
73%
73%
79%
93%
91% 92%
93%
87%
86%
87%
86%
95%
92% 96%
90%
82%
67%
60%
86%
100%
100% 100%
100%
93%
87%
87%
93%
HI, SK, KU, HBEE
100% training, 100% Test
User
Producer

NB
RF
CT
KNN

None
76%
93%
96%
100%

Full
80%
91%
97%
99%

None
84%
92%
97%
99%

Full
71%
93%
96%
100%

80% training, 20% Test
User
Producer
None
72%
78%
69%
87%

Full
82%
91%
69%
86%

None
87%
93%
73%
87%

Full
79%
86%
86%
93%
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to follow. For example, the classification tree and random forest classifier can be variables (HI,
SK, KU, DSK, DKU and HBEE for this model) and classifies them as glacial or non-glacial.
From Figure 6, the top node (or the root) initially uses the SK variable and splits it at 0.325 so
that those basins with a value less than or equal to 0.325 are classified as fully-glaciated and
those greater than that value are non-glaciated; this is the most basic classification. The nodes or
variables continue to be split until a reasonable solution is no longer possible or the maximum
number of branches is reached (Haghanikhameneh et al., 2012). At the twelfth and final node,
the class decision is:
If the SK is greater than 0.325 and DKU greater than 1.390, and SK less than or equal to
0.611, and DSK less than or equal to 0.373, and HBEE between 0.932 and 1.069, and DKU
greater than 1.553, and SK less than or equal to 0.481, and DSK less than ﹣0.212 and less
than ﹣0.386, then the basin falls under the non-glaciated class.
This example may be a case of the data being overfit, especially given the small range listed for
the HBEE (Breiman, 2001; Segal, 2004; Strobl, Malley, & Tutz, 2009). In any case, there are
several possible splits, nodes and solutions to the class prediction between the first and seventh
node, and the classification tree gives the user an easy interface and simple solution for the
prediction.
Like the classification tree, a nomogram is another method to visually represent the class
solution. Associated with the naïve Bayes classifier, nomograms graphically depict the
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Figure 6: Classification tree model output to predict non-glaciated basins. Shaded nodes indicate the majority class
probability (blue=non-glaciated, red=glaciated) for the remaining number of instances or basins. Pie-charts at each
node indicate distribution of glaciated and non-glaciated basins after the split.
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quantitative relationships of two or more parameters and were originally designed for physicians
to use as a diagnosis probability tool (Možina, Demšar, Kattan, & Zupan, 2004). The nomogram
for this basin classification is shown in Figure 7. The range of possible values for each attribute
is plotted on the y-axes. The attributes share an x-axis, designated by a scale ranging from ﹣100
to +100 along the top of the graph, which reports a point value that measures the contribution of
each attribute to the model. The light dotted line which extends through all of the single graphs is
aligned at 0 and only signifies where the points break between positive and negative. As the user
selects a value for one of the attributes by moving along the y-axis, the point value
corresponding to that value is reported from the x-axis. The points move independently for the
separate attributes, and are summed in the bottom scale with the same range. This means that as
one attribute increases the total points with a positive move, another attribute could decrease the
total with negative points. The summed points are linked to the probability scale, which ranges
from 0 to 1.0. It indicates the likelihood of the measured feature being a member of a selected
group or target class (e.g., non-glaciated in this case) (see (Možina et al., 2004) for a detailed
discussion of the algorithm relating the points and probability). The nomogram in Figure 7 (i.e.
the probability scale at the bottom) reports the likelihood of a basin belonging to the non-glacial
class. In some cases, there is not a constant or direct relationship between the attribute value and
the point value (i.e., as the attribute value moves from the minimum to maximum, the associated
points may vary in a non-linear fashion, or even switch between positive and negative). For
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Figure 7: Nomogram for non-glaciated prediction based on the Naïve Bayes predictor. See
text for details.
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example, for the SK variable, based on Figure 7, from approximately 0.22 to 0.44, the points
increase with the SK, but above 0.44, the probability begins to decrease. The nomogram from
Figure 7 is also sorted in the order of variable influence with the most influential (HBEE) at the
top and having the greatest width. Therefore, a small change in the value of the HBEE causes a
large change in the points and probability whereas the opposite is true for the HI. While it’s not
expected that the HI be the least influential in the model, it is a reasonable conclusion because it
has been shown that the HI as a single variable has given mixed results as a predictor (Luo,
2000).

Regarding the SK, as the value is increased, the likelihood that the basin is non-glacial also
increases. (This is generally true, although at the highest values of SK the probability decreases,
but not by a significant amount.) This is further exhibited by comparing the SK values of two
typical hypsometric graphs shown in Figure 8; the non-glaciated graph has a very different shape
and a considerably larger SK value. Recall that SK shows the asymmetry of the graph, and it is
apparent that the graph of a non-glaciated basin is more skewed than the glaciated graph. The same
amount of change in relative elevation near the top (y-axis) corresponds to a smaller change in
relative area (x-axis) for the non-glacial basin than that for a glaciated basin. The area-elevation or
slope comparison for non-glaciated basin in Figure 8 is consistent with a typical basin with fluvial
origins, the slope at the top of the basin is fairly large and then gradually decreases towards the
bottom as the size of the stream increases and stabilizes (Horton, 1945). The red highlighted
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contour lines in Figure 8 correspond to approximate breakpoints on the hypsometric graph. In the
non-glaciated basin, the contours are 3750 and 2850, which correspond to 0.8 and 0.2 elevation
ratios, respectively. The contours between the highlighted lines show a gradual decrease in
steepness with a decrease in elevation, similar to the slope of the hypsometric graph. In the
glaciated basin highlighted the contours are 3700 and 3050, which correspond to 0.8 and 0.5,
respectively. There is no significant change in the steepness of the basin as depicted by the spacing
of the contours between the highlighted contours. However, the change in the area between the
highlighted contours is evident, showing the relationship between the area and elevation.

The shape of the hypsometric graph from the glaciated basin reflects a process of mass
removal from the top of the basin (possibly via cirque formation), and the mass being transported
towards the bottom of the basin, with an extreme amount of erosion occurring with the glacier.
That mass is probably not completely transported out of the basin though, as it may be deposited as
moraines mid-basin, where the glacier ceased moving further down. The result is steeper slopes at
higher elevations of the basin and gentler slopes at mid-basin elevations. This phenomenon is
reflected in the large values of SK, which signify more erosion at the upper reaches of the basin
(Harlin, 1978; Luo, 2000).
The KU is a more difficult parameter to use as a predictive variable and is less significant to
the model than the HBEE and SK, as indicated in the nomogram of Figure 7. The kurtosis of a
graph measures its "peakedness", at least for a normal bell curve. Therefore, if the hypsometric
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graph is viewed as only one half of said normal graph, we might expect and actually see that the
KU value is larger for the non-glaciated basin because the graph is generally steeper (i.e. a sharp
peak) (see graphs of Figure 8). On the other hand, for the glaciated case the graph has only a very
small “peak” towards the top and has a convex shape otherwise. The shape of the curve is
characterized by a larger change in relative area for each unit change in relative height in the midbasin region. This is consistent with the fact that a large amount of mass is eroded and moved from
the top of the basin during glaciation, and possibly being deposited as moraines downstream. This
is also a reflection of the relatively less erosive power of a stream at lower elevations than that of a
glacier at higher elevations.

The AAR remains one of the best estimators of the ELA. However, it is sometimes difficult to
determine where the ablation area is. It is possible to determine the AAR from oblique or aerial
photos (Kern & László, 2010). By locating the short term location of the snowline during the
ablation season, Meier and Post (1962) were able to determine the final AAR of a mountain range.
However, in order to do that, knowledge of the approximate ablation period is necessary, along
with an estimate of the snowline retreat rate and apparent snowpack thickness. These measures
may require field study and/or firsthand knowledge of the region that may only come with
prolonged study.
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Figure 8: DEM with 50m interval contours, hypsometric graphs and attributes for both glaciated
and non-glaciated basins. The Cold basin is part of the Sangre de Cristo Range (California range
and the Lone Pine basin is located in the Sierra Nevada (California) range (Brocklehurst &
Whipple, 2004).

Furthermore, like the ELA, the AAR is extremely variable, both seasonally and over long
periods of time. And because of continued geomorphological processes, the present day ELA is not
consistent with that from the last glacial maximum. Some research has even found that the AAR is
dependent on the valley shape and size. Kern and László (Kern & László, 2010) suggest that a
range of AAR be utilized, either 0.44, 0.54, or 0.64, based on whether a glacier is less than 1 km2,
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1-4 km2, or greater than 4 km2, respectively. The average area of the basins utilized in this study
ranged from approximately 1 km2 (Bitterroot) to approximately 17 km2 (eastern Sierra Nevada).
Our global estimate of 0.57 is therefore reasonable since that value falls within the presented
ranges.
One of the limitations to using the HBEE is that it is only similar to and not exactly
analogous to the ELA. The ELA is relative to the surface of glacial ice, comparing the
accumulation and ablation area. Since our study includes basins that were non-glaciated, no ELA
would be calculated for them. The HBEE on the other hand, is calculated based on the topography
of the entire basin. Therefore, the HBEE of a glaciated basin would not match the ELA. However,
the HBEE can be calculated for both glaciated and non-glaciated basins and does appear to be a
satisfactory determinant for differentiating between glacial and non-glacial basins.
Because the hypsometry is a function of both the elevation and the area of the basin, the
calculated hypsometric attributes are quite sensitive to the basin shape. For example, many of the
basins used for this research are valleys along mountain ridges that empty into common, larger
valleys. And depending on the ridge configuration, the individual basins may have a drainage
system that creates a long “tail” to the valley. That “tail” can affect the hypsometry of the
individual basin because it generally has a slope that is comparatively much smaller than the rest of
the basin above it, which adds undue area to the lower elevations considered in the hypsometric
calculations and possibly altering the results. We have mitigated these undesirable effects by
having the watersheds automatically delineated by the GIS software and for the small number of
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resulting basins with long “tails”, by specifying the outlet point of the watershed which allows the
routine to correctly delineate proper basin boundaries consistent with previous work (Brocklehurst
& Whipple, 2004) for our hypsometric analysis.
This research focuses on the ideal cases at the extremes of valley erosion, being shaped by
either a glacier flowing down valley or a river cutting it down. However, it is recognized that an
interplay exists between the two mechanisms. A valley where the initial incision is caused by water
and later occupied with glaciers is exactly the case the model should detect, given that the valley
should have clear evidence of glacial erosion. Yet, given the elapsed time since glaciation of some
of the ranges included in the study, we must account for the opposite where a glaciated valley has
been subject to fluvial erosion since it was carved out. In that case, the glacial valley would most
likely have been partially infilled with regolith or sediment. Once the up-valley meltwater or
precipitation fed river began to flow through, it would most likely cut a small v-shaped incision
into the sediment or basal rock. During times of large flow such as floods, the valley may fill,
spreading fluvial sediment over the valley. When the process of down-cutting and flooding in
repeated, benches or steps are created across the valley.
The model presented should be unaffected by this post-glacial, fluvial scenario since the
model is based primarily on mass removal rather than basin shape. Unless the basin was
completely filled after the glacier retreated, the volume of mass moved by the glacier would
probably still be more than what the fluvial system could move. Also, the sediment that remains
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after the glacier is gone would be less condensed and more easily transported than the bedrock that
the river might otherwise be cutting into.

2.8 CONCLUSION

Alpine glacial processes are important for understanding past climates, plate movement,
mountain landforms, bedrock geology and more. The study of alpine glacial processes starts with
identifying glacial landforms. This has traditionally been accomplished by conducting field work
and analyzing topographic maps, which is time consuming and impractical for hard to access
areas. With ready availability of digital geospatial data and advancement of data mining
techniques, it is possible and desirable to identify glacial landforms automatically and
quantitatively.
This paper represents such an attempt. The point of this research is to create statistical
models based on measured geospatial data. Furthermore, to quantify the morphology of alpine
valleys at watershed basin scale, we utilized six parameters derived from digital elevation model
(DEM) data, including five hypsometric attributes of the basins calculated from the elevationarea plots and one other variable, termed the HBEE, which is based on the ELA of a glaciated
basin. These quantitative parameters were obtained for 144 glaciated and non-glaciated basins,
whose origin have been determined from previous studies, in various regions. Based on these
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sample data, four classification algorithms from data mining were then used to build a model
using the Orange software and various scenarios of training and test samples. The model is
capable of predicting the outcome of either a glaciated or non-glaciated valley with up to a 90%
accuracy based on the kNN classifying method, although other methods have lower predictive
accuracies. The model can be applied to determine the extent of glaciation in places that is
difficult to access for field work, but where DEMs can be obtained remotely, including extraterrestrial locations such as Mars (Souness, Hubbard, Milliken, & Quincey, 2012). Additionally,
users of these methods should understand the advantages of hypsometric data, the importance of
a basin’s ELA (herein modelled by the HBEE) and the robust modelling power of data mining
techniques to tease out patterns within data.
This work is different from previous studies in that it offers a model that is based on
measured, quantifiable attributes of an alpine basin. The model is also intended to predict where
glaciers were present. Previous research (Anderson et al., 2006; Carl Delbert Swanson II, 2012;
Sternai et al., 2011) has been influential by outlining aspects of alpine basins that can be used as
predictive attributes, thereby laying a base for a model such as the one presented in this research.
Some of those aspects were considered or included in this model, but our model takes the next
step towards being able to investigate regions or landscapes that have limited or no accessibility.
This model offers a tool for researchers struggling to understand Earth’s past environment,
especially amid intense climate change discussions.

CHAPTER 3
QUANTIFYING AND PREDICTING THE GLACIAL EXTENT USING
VALLEY MORPHOMETRY AND DATA-MINING TECHNIQUES 2

3.1 ABSTRACT:

Past glacial activities left traces of information that are important for understanding
climatic changes. Differentiating between glacial and non-glacial valleys is the first step
toward uncovering such information, but it often requires time consuming fieldwork. This
research aims to extend a model that uses primarily hypsometric attributes derived from
digital elevation models (DEMs) to predict the presence of past glaciation in an alpine
valley. The current model includes more valley morphometric measures such as curvature
and openness in an effort to exploit the difference in erosion patterns between glacial and
fluvial systems. As an exploratory study, we started with over 50 morphometric parameters
for each of the nearly 130 basins that were previously categorized as glacial or non-glacial,

2

This chapter was previously published as “Allred, K. J., & Luo, W. (2016). Quantifying and
predicting the glacial extent using valley morphometry and data-mining techniques. Annals of
GIS, 1–12. https://doi.org/10.1080/19475683.2016.1195873.” It is reprinted by permission of
Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group.
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then used statistical and data-mining techniques to select a small number of variables that
best distinguish the two valley types. Our result is a model that uses only five variables to
predict the glacial impression on a valley and consistently classifies basins as glacial or nonglacial with 86% accuracy. This model is especially useful in the study of valleys that are
inaccessible for detailed field investigation or as a first step to focus fieldwork efforts.

3.2 INTRODUCTION
An understanding of alpine valleys and glacial landscapes can lend to important clues of
past climates, plate tectonic activities, bedrock geology and mountain landforms. However, that
understanding also requires an interdisciplinary knowledge of geology, geography, tectonics, and
geomorphology (Brandon, Roden-Tice, & Garver, 1998; Delmas, Gunnell, & Calvet, 2014;
Gillespie, 1982; Montgomery, Balco, & Willett, 2001; Poulos, Pierce, Flores, & Benner, 2012;
Yanites & Ehlers, 2012). More specifically, those alpine valleys are created through a
combination of tectonic and erosional processes. Much research has been focused on the erosive
capacities of fluvial and glacial systems (Brocklehurst & Whipple, 2002; Headley, Hallet, Roe,
Waddington, & Rignot, 2012; Hooyer, Cohen, & Iverson, 2012; Koppes & Montgomery, 2009;
Oerlemans, 1984). In regions where fluvial activity is more prevalent than glacial, alpine valleys
have long profiles that are concave with a V-shaped cross-section through the valley because of
the comparatively steady flow of the river that down-cuts the valley. The result is a crosssection with near constant slopes (Sternai, Herman, Fox, & Castelltort, 2011) or terraces where
the change of stream flow and/or interaction with tectonic activities have substantially modified
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the valley (Hanson, Mason, & Goble, 2006). However, valleys subjected to glacial activity show
a different long profile, concaving upward only at the lower reaches of the valley, but with a
more knobby profile towards the headwaters due to cirque erosion at the top of the valley
(Anderson, Molnar, & Kessler, 2006). Also, the cross-section of a glaciated valley is typically
U-shape, as opposed to the typical V-shape of a fluvial valley. As the ice moves down the valley
in a temperate glacial system, it slides on a thin layer of water and the erosion occurs primarily
across the bed of the valley. Also, the sides of the valley are concurrently eroded because of the
size, relative amount, and internal flow of the ice moving down-glacier (Harbor, 1992).
Therefore, glacial systems are generally considered more erosive than fluvial, although fluvial
systems can be at least as erosive, if not more in some cases (Koppes & Montgomery, 2009).
In the past, field investigations searching for residual evidence as well as topographic and
geologic map analysis have been the primary means to determine the influence of glaciers on
valley formation. However, recent research has been investigating how the glacial influence can
be represented quantitatively (Amerson, Montgomery, & Meyer, 2008; Anders, Mitchell, &
Tomkin, 2010; Bonk, 2002; Brown, Lusch, & Duda, 1998; Swanson II, 2012; Sternai et al.,
2011). Using the slope, curvature and elevation distribution of glaciated and non-glaciated
basins, Swanson (2012) attempted to quantitatively study the morphology of glaciated valleys.
He plotted these quantitative measures, along with the area-elevation distribution, to explore
mass movement through the valley and to differentiate between glaciated and non-glaciated
basins. His work offered the various quantitative attributes of the basins and effectively
differentiated between the two types of valley based on the qualitative shapes of the graphs, but
did not offer a method to objectively classify a basin of unknown glacial extent. Similarly, Bonk
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(2002) used quantitative parameters such as slope angle, slope aspect and curvature of a valley to
identify terrain-form objects, but not as a glacial classifier.
Further research has compared the relief, width and cross-sectional area of glaciated and
fluvial valleys and related them to the drainage basins (Amerson et al., 2008). The relationships
were utilized to develop power-law regression equations for the three variables and it was
concluded that they do in fact scale differently for the two basin types. The authors proved that
the selected variables could be used to quantitatively differentiate between glacial and fluvial
valley, but they too did not offer a model or algorithm to predict the glaciation.
The hypsometric curve (i.e., frequency distribution of elevations) has proven to be
effective in characterizing how mass elevation distribution is influenced by glacial erosion in
alpine valleys (Sternai et al., 2011). The hypsokrytome, a parameter derived from the gradient of
the hypsometric curve (Sternai et al., 2011), was also very useful in indicating where glacial
erosion was present. Similarly, Allred & Luo (Allred & Luo, 2015) used the hypsometric curve
and other properties of it by treating the curve as a probability distribution (skewness, kurtosis,
density skewness and density kurtosis) to show how valleys formed by glacial and fluvial
erosions can be differentiated based on basin hypsometry.
Knowledge discovery from data (KDD), more commonly referred to as data mining, is a
technique which searches through large data sets for patterns that can be used to find correlations
or associations (Han and Kamber 2006; Wahbeh et al. 2011). It has only been sparsely applied
to morphological studies of glacial valleys using quantitative attributes (Allred and Luo 2015).
Similar to data mining is machine learning, a technique to find relations and regularities in a set
of observed data that can be translated into a model and applied to interpret other data (Giudici
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2003). That is, the machine learning algorithms are used to classify or predict future instances
from patterns found during the machine learning phase (Ateniese et al. 2015).The prediction of a
group or category for an event based on a given set of attributes and an input model
(Haghanikhameneh et al. 2012) is of particular importance to this study since the classification
based on data mining and machine learning can be rendered for morphological studies of glacial
valleys using quantitative attributes for areas hardly accessible for detailed field investigation
(both on Earth and other planets such as Mars).
A special case of KDD that has recently received considerable attention is geographic
knowledge discovery (GKD) and geographic data mining. This type of knowledge discovery is
different than the traditional ones because, like most geographic principles, space, topology and
time are generally of principal concern (Miller and Han 2009). Along with several of the
research projects previously described, an example and application of GKD is grid pattern
recognition fromm road networks (Tian et al. 2016) where six mesh measurements were created
and paired with a supervised-learning algorithm to automatically detect grid patterns within
cities. This is an example of a static process, whereas a temporally dynamic application involves
analysing coastal regions to gain knowledge into factors causing shoreline changes and coastal
processes (Bulteau et al. 2015).
The specific goal of this research is to continue and improve upon a previous model that
uses quantitative variables derived from hypsometric data to predict whether an alpine basin has
been affected primarily by glacial or fluvial processes (Allred & Luo, 2015). The improvements
come by taking advantage of characteristic differences in the cross-sectional shapes of the
valleys. We aim to identify the attributes that can be easily obtainable from a digital elevation
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model (DEM) and best distinguish between glacial verses non-glacial basins. However, as an
exploratory study, the efficacy of these variables and the scales at which they should be applied
are unknown. Therefore, we started with a relatively large number of variables that characterize
valley curvature at different scales based on a surface representation routine that measures the
line-of-sight angle from points within the DEM. Then we assess the efficacy and the scales at
which these variables are most capable of distinguishing the two types of valleys using statistical
analysis and data mining techniques.

3.3 STUDY AREA, DATA, AND DATA MINING ANALYSIS
The data used in this study is mostly the same as those used in Allred and Luo (2015)
being of 4 of the 6 regions where the glacial extent has been previously published: Sangre de
Cristo Range in southern Colorado (Brocklehurst & Whipple, 2004), Ben Ohau Range in New
Zealand (Brocklehurst & Whipple, 2004), Bitterroot Mountains in western Montana (Naylor &
Gabet, 2007), and Sawtooth Mountains in south-central Idaho (Amerson et al., 2008) (Figure 9).
The DEM data for the study regions were downloaded from 30-meter resolution United States
Geologic Survey (USGS) National Elevation Dataset and EarthExplorer databases and standard
ArcGIS tools were used to extract the watershed boundaries that match previous studies (Allred
& Luo, 2015). The 4 regions were included in this study because the basins in these regions have
roughly similar sizes. There were a total of 153 basins; 61 of them have been designated as
Fully-glaciated (“full”), 26 with minor, moderate, or significant glaciation (“intermediate”), and
66 as Non-glaciated (“none”). For this study we concentrated on the extreme cases, i.e., the
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“full” and “none” cases, giving a sample size of 127 basins to consider. These 4 regions span
across different geologic and climatic settings, which would make our model more robust (Allred
& Luo, 2015). We continued to use the Orange software (Wahbeh, Al-Radaideh, Al-Kabi, & AlShawakfa, 2011) for the data mining analysis because of its ease of use and its ability to test
several classifier routines and models concurrently through its visual programming component.
We chose the same four classifiers: classification tree (CT), random forest (RF), naïve Bayes
(NB) and k-nearest neighbour (kNN) (Allred & Luo, 2015).

Figure 9. Basin outlines at the four study areas overlaid on the DEM at various elevation ranges.
The black bar in each detail represents 5km.
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3.4 QUANTITATIVE ATTRIBUTES

3.4.1HYPSOMETRIC ATTRIBUTES AND HBEE
Hypsometric analysis involves the study of the frequency distribution of elevations
throughout a basin and the corresponding area encapsulated below those elevations (Ramu &
Mahalingam, 2012). When the two data are plotted, it takes the shape of a cumulative
probability distribution, resulting in an S-shaped curve that can be represented by a polynomial
function (Harlin, 1978; Pérez-Peña, Azañón, & Azor, 2009). The graphs are generally
normalized to allow for basin comparisons from various regions by dividing both the area and
the elevation by the maximum value of each. The area under the curve is the hypsometric
integral (HI) and ranges between 0 and 1 on the normalized curve. It has been shown that the
HI, based on the curve shape, is at least partially representative of the maturity of a basin or
landscape (Harlin, 1978), but it has also been shown that curves with various convexities can
have very similar HI values (Luo, 1998, 2000). Harlin (1978) derived 4 other measures to
supplement the HI that use the statistical moments of the curve to characterize the shape of the
curve and thus the hypsometry of the basin. These measures are the skewness (SK), kurtosis
(KU), density skewness (DSK), and density kurtosis (DKU) (refer to Luo (2000) for complete
derivation and Allred and Luo (2015) for a more in-depth discussion). For this study, the derived
watershed boundaries as described above were used to clip the DEM for deriving each basin’s
hypsometric curve and related attributes using the GIS extension CalHypso (Pérez-Peña et al.,
2009).
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In alpine glaciers, the equilibrium line altitude (ELA) is the elevation at which deposition
from glacier-forming snow is equal to ablation. It is important because the greatest amount of
erosion at the valley bed occurs at that location (Anders et al., 2010). To incorporate the ELA,
which is by definition only relevant in valley glaciers, Allred & Luo (2015) defined the
hypothetical basin equilibrium elevation (HBEE), which uses the concept of the ELA but applies
to the entire basin using the present day topography that is readily available from digital data.
Therefore, the HBEE offers a link for the present day topography with possible past glacial
activity in a quantitative measure. It is based on the accumulation area ratio (AAR), a method
for estimating the location of the ELA for a glacier. The AAR assumes that more accumulation
area exists than does ablation area and uses a typical range of 0.5-0.8 (Anderson et al., 2006;
Bahr, Dyurgerov, & Meier, 2009).

3.4.2 VALLEY “OPENNESS”
A technique of surface representation, “Openness” was developed by Yokoyama, et al.
(2002) to improve on other methods of DEM interpretation such as hillshading, slope, and
curvature. It is another neighbourhood operation function centered on a grid point of the DEM
extracting information based on the surrounding cells. The value or metric obtained from the
Openness routine is an angle. Positive Openness is the average of the minimum zenith angle DφL
(angle between the vertical line and the line of sight from the target cell to any other cell) along
each of the 8 compass directions D, out to a maximum search radius L (Figure 10) (Yokoyama et
al., 2002). The positive Openness is the average of the 8 minimum zenith angles (one for each
compass direction, simply Openness hereafter). Therefore, a value near zero indicates a
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relatively closed view looking up from the cell, a value near 180 represents a flat terrain, and
above 180 indicates a very open view (i.e., a peak or ridge). The Openness function is different
from a viewshed analysis because the viewshed only shows what is visible from one point, but
the Openness function uses the angle subtended from a particular cell to give a quantitative
measure of how much can be “seen”. Critical to the function is the length variable, L, which
represents the maximum search radius the algorithm will compare to find the minimum angle. A
very small L may show landforms or differences local to a particular region, but those landforms
that are larger may not be depicted. On the other hand, a very large L tends to miss the small
nuances of the terrain. Therefore, L must be carefully selected and applied based on the user’s
particular goals of terrain analysis. The distance corresponding to the minimum zenith angle is
also recorded as a variable in the analysis; this distance is termed the self-adapted radius Rs (Rs ≤
L, Figure 10). For this research, the primary code for the Openness algorithm was used with
permission from the author, Thomas Pingel (Pingel, 2015b).

Figure 10. Minimum zenith angle DφL and maximum search radius L used to define Positive
Openness (adapted from Yokoyama et al. (2002)). Also shown is the distance corresponding to
the minimum zenith angle, termed the self-adapted radius Rs (Rs ≤ L).
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3.4.3 GEOMORPHONS
Similar to the openness function, Jasiewicz & Stepinski (2013) introduced the
Geomorphons concept which attempts to characterize geomorphic landforms by investigating the
change in elevation around a center cell. However, unlike the Openness which is an angle, the
Geomorphons consider a ternary system where the surrounding landscape is either positive (+),
neutral of level (0), or negative (-), depending on the relative elevations of the surrounding cells
in the eight compass directions and the cell under consideration. According to the authors, there
are 498 possible ternary patterns in the 8 directions (considering the symmetry and rotations).
However, only 10 patterns occur most frequently in nature, including pit, flat, peak that are most
relevant to this study (Jasiewicz & Stepinski, 2013). The important variables for the
Geomorphon classification are the search radius (RG) (similar to the L in Openness) and the relief
threshold (SG), which is how the terrain is differentiated between flat and sloped. The algorithm
is very sensitive to these 2 values, but they allow for landform classification at any scale. For
this research, the primary code for the Geomorphon algorithm was used with permission from
the author, Thomas Pingel (Pingel, 2015a),

3.5 RESULTS
In addition to the hypsometric attributes previously collected (Allred & Luo, 2015), the
exploratory analysis for this research revolves mainly around the variables extracted from the
Openness routine. The abbreviations of the new variables used in this research and the naming
convention are given in Table 4. We expect the cross-sectional shape of the valleys to change
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between the basin types. Therefore, we measured the Openness at the valley floor, represented
by the stream raster from the basin delineation (Allred & Luo, 2015). For consistency, we
recorded the Openness value from the DEM at the intersection of the HBEE and the stream cells
of each basin, giving us a definite location to measure the Openness that is independent of
planimetric size and shape of the valley. However, to capture more variability with the location,
we also included the average Openness for the stream cells above the HBEE.
Similar to measuring the valley Openness from the elevations, we also included
Openness variables extracted at the same locations based on the curvature raster. In this case, the
magnitude of the curvature is analogous the elevation at each cell in the DEM. A typical
glaciated valley should exhibit zero curvature at the topographic bottom, positive curvature
moving away from that point, a transition to a straight slope with zero curvature further up the
wall and then negative curvature at the top of the valley (Buckley, 2010). On the other hand, an
ideal fluvial valley should have positive curvature at the bottom of the valley and change to
straight sides with near zero curvature throughout until at the top there is negative curvature
again coming out of the valley (Figure 11a). Therefore, starting from the centre bottom of the
valley and going outward, the two types of valleys have different ternary pattern: “+ 0 -” for Vshaped fluvial valley and “0 + 0” for U-shaped glacial valley. In addition, the change in
curvature in the fluvial valley occurring at the bottom should be over a short distance and abrupt.
But the change in curvature in the glacial valley is more gradual, wider, and occurs at a different
point farther up the valley wall. Furthermore, given that the curvature of one cell is calculated
based on the elevations of the eight surrounding cells (Buckley, 2010), a 3x3 window would only
show the curvature locally. In our analysis, we also explored the curvature at a second scale
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using a raster based on a 5x5 moving window. This second curvature surface may ignore the
local dissimilarities and pick up more muted differences in the slopes.

Figure 11. a) Ternary curvature classes of ideal fluvial and glacial valleys; b) Positive and
negative magnitude from curvature raster.

To determine which scale best differentiates between glaciated and non-glaciated valleys
using the Openness routine, we obtained the Openness for different maximum search radius (L in
Figure 10) of 2, 5, 10 and 20 cells. This user-defined maximum search radius L must not be
confused with the self-adapted radius Rs, which is the radius that corresponds to the minimum
zenith angle (Rs ≤ L, see Figure 10). Again Rs is the average of 8 values (one for each compass
direction). Therefore, given two measures (Openness and Rs), on three types of grid (DEM,
curvature based on 3x3 window, curvature based on 5x5 window), measured at two locations (at
HBEE and stream cells above HBEE) and four L ranges, there are a total of 48 new associated
metrics for each area of interest at the valley floor (see Table 4), in addition to the 5 hypsometric
attributes and HBEE used in our previous model (Allred & Luo, 2015). By limiting L, we use it
as a restraint in looking only at local and then regional variability.
As discussed above, since curvature is more likely to reveal the differences between the
two types of valleys, we calculated the Geomorphon of the curvature grid. We expected that
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different “landforms” be present between the glacial and non-glacial basins or that if similar ones
were present, the pattern of their location would be different between the two basin types. For
example, where a ridge might be found at the centre of the non-glacial valley and then flat
landform away from the centre, a glacial valley might be flat at the centre and have ridges further
up the valley walls (Fig. 3b). The resultant Geomorphon classes based on the curvature raster
consisted of only 3 types: flat areas, peaks and pits, which are represented by separate number
categories and became variables in our analysis with other variables. Similar to testing a varied
scale for the openness function, the curvature surface was passed through the Geomorphon
routine with different relief threshold values. We tested relief thresholds of 2, 5, and 10 degrees
on the curvature surface from the 3x3 window. Following a similar naming style as the openness
variables, the Geomorphon variables are abbreviated as Geom-Curv3@HBEE_ SG =2, GeomCurv3@HBEE_ SG =5 and Geom-Curv3@HBEE_ SG =10. The lookup distance was set to 20
pixels so that the entire valley is considered. This value is also consistent with a median value as
tested by Jasiewicz & Stepinski (2013), which satisfactorily depicts the landforms on a similar
terrain. The Geomorphon routine was not tested on the elevation/DEM data because we were
interested in the magnitude and sign of the curvature throughout the valley and not necessarily
the landforms that might be present in the valley. The positive/neutral/negative curvature from
Figure 11a is the inspiration for testing the Geomorphons on the curvature surface; they are
reminiscent of the ternary pattern presented by Jasiewicz & Stepinski (2013).

TABLE 4. MEASURED VARIABLES EXTRACTED FROM THE OPENNESS ROUTINE
Open/Rs
L
open-DEM@HBEE
open-DEM@Strm
open-Curv3@HBEE
open-Curv3@Strm
open-Curv5@HBEE
open-Curv5@Strm
Rs-DEM@HBEE
Rs-DEM@Strm
Rs-Curv3@HBEE
Rs-Curv3@Strm
Rs-Curv5@HBEE
Rs-Curv5@Strm

2
open-DEM@HBEE_L=2
open-DEM@Strm_L=2
open-Curv3@HBEE_L=2
open-Curv3@Strm_L=2
open-Curv5@HBEE_L=2
open-Curv3@HBEE_L=2
Rs-DEM@HBEE_L=2
Rs-DEM@Strm_L=2
Rs-Curv3@HBEE_L=2
Rs-Curv3@Strm_L=2
Rs-Curv5@HBEE_L=2
Rs-Curv5@HBEE_L=2

5
open-DEM@HBEE_L=5
open-DEM@Strm_L=5
open-DEM@Strm_L=5
open-Curv3@Strm_L=5
open-Curv5@HBEE_L=5
open-Curv3@HBEE_L=5
Rs-DEM@HBEE_L=5
Rs-DEM@Strm_L=5
Rs-Curv3@HBEE_L=5
Rs-Curv3@Strm_L=5
Rs-Curv5@HBEE_L=5
Rs-Curv5@HBEE_L=5

10
open-DEM@HBEE_L=10
open-DEM@Strm_L=10
open-DEM@Strm_L=10
open-Curv3@Strm_L=10
open-Curv5@HBEE_L=10
open-Curv3@HBEE_L=10
Rs-DEM@HBEE_L=10
Rs-DEM@Strm_L=10
Rs-Curv3@HBEE_L=10
Rs-Curv3@Strm_L=10
Rs-Curv5@HBEE_L=10
Rs-Curv5@HBEE_L=10

20
open-DEM@HBEE_L=20
open-DEM@Strm_L=20
open-DEM@Strm_L=20
open-Curv3@Strm_L=20
open-Curv5@HBEE_L=20
open-Curv3@HBEE_L=20
Rs-DEM@HBEE_L=20
Rs-DEM@Strm_L=20
Rs-Curv3@HBEE_L=20
Rs-Curv3@Strm_L=20
Rs-Curv5@HBEE_L=20
Rs-Curv5@HBEE_L=20

Note: The first segment (before “-”) of the variable indicates if the variable is openness (open) or adapted search radius (Rs); the
second component (immediately after “-”) indicates if the variable is based on DEM, curvature calculated based on 3x3 window
(curv3), or curvature calculated based on 5x5 window (curv5); the third segment indicates whether the variable is measured at the
intersection of stream cell and the HBEE (HBEE) or along the stream cells above the HBEE (Strm); the last segment indicates
maximum search radius used (e.g., L=2 mean the search radius is 2 cells). There are total of 57 variables, including the 48 variables
listed here, the 5 hypsometric attributes and HBEE used in Allred and Luo (2015), and the 3 Geomorphon variables.
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To pare the number of variables down to those that most affect the model, we ran a linear
regression analysis. Based on the t-statistics there were 9 attributes that were significant at the
95% level. Therefore, we separated these 9 attributes and used them as the classification
variables in the second version of the model. The nine significant variables are listed in Table 5.
The classification accuracies (CA) of the two model runs are shown in Table 6. We present two
accuracies. The first is based on the cross validation assessment, a standard error estimation tool
that works on the training data(Braga-Neto & Dougherty, 2004; Efron & Gong, 1983). The
second accuracy is based on the number of correctly predicted classes in the testing data. We
found that the CA from the test set predictions was slightly lower than that in Allred and Luo
(2015), but also quite variable between runs. For example, in running the model 7 times, making
no changes to it, the percent of correctly classified basins ranged from 69% to 87%. The
variability is a result of the sample size from the randomly selected test sub-set. With different
training and testing data sets for each run of the model, the count correctly classified changes
slightly. And with only approximately 25 samples, a small change in the count that are correctly
classified has a large effect on the percentage. The CA in Table 6 from the predictive set are the
average of 7 runs of the model.
The four classifiers presented in Table 6 were utilized in the previous model and this
research in order to try a series of classifiers on the data. Going forward, a single classifier
should be selected to make a more useful and robust model. For this research, the naïve Bayes
classifier is not suitable because the underlying assumption to that algorithm is the independence
of the variables (Heckerman, 1997), which is not the case with the model inputs here. The kNN
classifier requires increased data pre-processing to facilitate the distance measurement
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(Fukunaga & Narendra, 1975) and requires the complete training set be read for each
classification (Bellazzi & Zupan, 2008) which may not be ideal for future classification. Of the
two remaining, the random forest classifier generally performs better than the decision tree and
will be our preferred model.

3.6 DISCUSSION
This research is a continuation of and improvement over a classification model that used only the
hypsometric attributes and HBEE. In this version we use the same 80/20% training to classifier
ratio as the previous work, which was chosen because we felt it gave the most accurate model
from a reasonably large training subset but still allowed a portion for testing. Elkadirie et al.
(2014) used the same ratio in their research which is similar to this one in that they also used data
mining techniques to extract information from remote-sensing datasets to create a classifier
model. With those same training and testing subsets, the classification accuracy of the 4
predictor models from the previous work (in the same order as Table 6) are 76%, 86%, 72% and
90% (Allred & Luo, 2015). These fairly spread accuracies have an average of 81%, slightly
below most of the predictors from Table 6 above. Also, the standard deviation of the CA above
is smaller (2.5% compared to 7.3% previously), possibly indicating that the current model is
more reliably predicting the correct basin type. Therefore, the new, additional variables have a
positive effect on the model.
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TABLE 5. LINEAR REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AND T-STATISTICS FOR 9
PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES (R2 = 0.66 AND 0.61 FOR 9-VAR
AND 5-VAR. MODELS, RESPECTIVELY)
Standardized
Coefficients
(Constant)
HI
SK
KU
HBEE
GeomCurv2
Open@Strm-DEM_L=5
Open@Strm-DEM_L=10
Rs@Strm-Curv5_L=10
RS@Strm-Curv3_L=10

-0.691
-1.565
1.087
0.112
0.013
1.035
-0.602
-1.844
1.999

t
-4.789
-4.694
-4.408
4.099
1.577
0.204
4.217
-2.549
-1.353
1.468

Sig.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.118
0.839
0.000
0.012
0.179
0.145

9 Variables 57 Variables

TABLE 6. PREDICTOR MODEL ACCURACIES OF THE 4 CLASSIFIERS FROM 80%
TRAINING/20% TEST DATASETS FROM 57 AND 9 VARIABLES
Classification Accuracy User/Recall Accuracy Producer/Precision Accuracy
Cross Val.
Predict
None
Full
None
Full
NB
87%
83%
88%
85%
86%
88%
RF
87%
87%
89%
84%
85%
89%
CT
82%
83%
81%
82%
83%
81%
kNN
87%
85%
90%
83%
85%
90%
NB
86%
78%
86%
82%
88%
87%
RF
86%
80%
83%
79%
89%
88%
CT
83%
75%
84%
80%
84%
80%
kNN
87%
77%
86%
86%
87%
85%
Note: values are average from 7 runs of the model

Investigating the 9 model inputs more closely, it is unsurprising that the HI, SK, KU and
HBEE were part of that set, they were very influential in the original model (Allred & Luo,
2015). Two other attributes that were significant are the Openness from the DEM measured at
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the stream cells above the HBEE with intermediate L, i.e., variables Open-DEM@Strm _L=5 &
Open-DEM@Strm _L=10. The exclusion of the tested maximum and minimum search radii can
be explained by scale. At only two cells away from the valley bottom (L=2) there is not enough
difference between the two valley types. For example, for the ideal cases of Figure 11a, there is
an immediate difference at the bottom of the valley between the two scenarios. However, valley
conditions as they actually exist don’t follow the ideal cases and it is difficult to differentiate
between basin types at such a close view; a larger extent of the valley must be considered. On
the other hand, a maximum search radius of 20 cells may extend well beyond the limits of the
valley, introducing more Openness variability not related to the valley shape such that it cannot
accurately be used for prediction. Moreover, in mature valleys (glaciated or not), the width of
the valley at the top might be equal no matter if it’s from glacial or fluvial origin. In that case,
the minimum angle subtended from the valley bottom are also equal. However, the shape of the
valley walls from the bottom to the top should vary between the two valley types (Figure 11a).
Therefore, constraining the Openness at ranges of 5 and 10 cells from the valley bottom captures
the change in the valley shape on a consistent basis.
Two of the remaining three significant variables pertain to the self-adapted radius of the
Openness based on the curvature measured at the stream above the HBEE (RsCurv5@Strm_L=10 and Rs-Curv3@Strm_L=10). In the ideal fluvial valley, the curvature is
zero along the valley walls, and increases at the valley bottom. Therefore, the curvature grid
would show a ridge at the location of the topographic valley bottom. On the other hand, the ideal
glaciated valley has zero curvature at the valley bottom, a positive curvature moving up the
valley walls, and transitioning to a negative curvature towards the top (Figure 11b). The
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curvature grid for a typical glaciated valley would show a flat surface with a stark ridge away
from the valley bottom and then a slope downwards moving further still. The differences for the
two types of valleys appears to have been captured by the curvature based Openness. In both
cases, at the bottom center of the topographic valley, that minimum Openness corresponds with a
glaciated valley and the maximum with a non-glaciated valley; the zenith angle from the bottom
of the valley out to a distance of 2 cells is smaller in a glaciated valley than a non-glacial one. At
the topographic valley bottom, the curvature surface of the non-glacial basin resembles a ridge
and the glacial basin resembles a valley consistently enough that the curvature based Openness
effectively differentiate between the two valley types.
Lastly, the Geomorphon variable measured from the curvature surfaces with a relief
threshold of 2 degrees is significant to the model. As previously mentioned, the areas evaluated
are identified by the routine as flat, pits or peaks. Figure 11b illustrates how the differences in
curvature between the two types of valley might be captured by the curvature-based
Geomorphon. The relief threshold of 2 degrees separated the differences in the surface better
than the larger values, suggesting that the change in the curvature across the basin in subtle. The
larger thresholds of 5 and 10 degrees mask out the subtle differences, resulting in a flat bottom.
Of the four predictor models used, only NB and CT have visual representations of the
class solution (see Allred & Luo (2015) for a detailed discussion on both). Figure 12 shows the
nomogram for this model, a convenient visualization from the NB predictor even though it is not
the focus of the model. For convenience, it is sorted by absolute importance of the variables. At
the top is the HBEE, which is significantly more important than the remaining 8. However,
Open-DEM@Strm_L=5 and KU are also noteworthy. Predictions from the nomogram come by
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sliding the marker of each graph up or down independently, selecting the desired value along the
left side. As the dot is moved up and down, it calculates “points” from each variable. Those
points are consequently summed to reach an overall probability of that basin being a member of
either glacial or non-glacial here. The nomogram shown in Figure 12 is set to predict the
membership of the non-glacial class for any basin.
Studying the lines along which the dots slide, it is apparent that some of the model inputs
have extreme variability. In general, as the value is either increased or decreased, the “points”
and consequent probability follow. But in some cases, after some threshold, the probabilities
begin to reverse. For example, the line for the HBEE slopes downward indicating that as the
value is decreased, the probability of non-glacial membership is increased; there is a constant
inverse relationship. However, in the third case (KU), the line along which the dot travels
changes direction towards the middle values along the vertical axis (middle right part of the
graph). That is, for some of the cases, there is an inverse relationship between the KU value and
the probability, except at some value, the relationship reverses to a positive one. In the first 5
variables of the nomogram, that change or reversal is minimal and is constrained to smaller
parameter values, affecting only a small portion of the measurements. The exception to that
appears to be the KU. However, with the deflection point at value 2.24, only approximately 10%
of the 102 cases from the 80% training set are above that. Therefore, although the graph appears
to reverse in the middle, only a small portion of the cases are affected. But the same is not true
for the remaining variables. This coupled with the diminishing size relative to the top variables
(signifying decreasing significance to the model) indicates that the bottom 4 may be excluded.
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The disparity in the importance of the variables from the nomogram prompts a closer
look at the 9 variables and their significance independently to the model. After performing
another simple linear regression using only those 9 variables (R2=0.66) (Table 5, we find that
only 5 of the 9 variables are significant at the 95% level, highlighted in Table 5. Using only
those 5 in a new, further reduced model, the average classification accuracy from the RF
classifier is 86%, ranging from 84-92%. The maximum from this model is equal to the 92%
maximum CA from the previous (9-variable) version, and near the average. Therefore, the
attributes that best describe the model and most accurately predict the basin classification are the
HI, SK, KU and the DEM-based Openness along the stream above the HBEE. These variables
capture the difference between glaciated and non-glaciated basins because the HBEE is the place
where maximum erosion should have occurred by considering the mass movement within the
valley, resulting in different valley shape.
Reducing the number of variables from the overall count of 57 to only 5 significant ones
while still maintaining adequate accuracy is promising. For each of the different attributes used
to quantify the shape (e.g. Openness, Curvature Openness etc.) the value was recorded with 4
different scales (L), which expanded the total number of variables considerably. But we found
that many of them may not reasonably characterize the shape of the basin. Furthermore, some of
them were redundant measures. From the regression, some of the variables were determined to
have a high degree of collinearity, resulting in the immediate exclusion of 12 variables. While
the collinearity of the data is not ideal because it could indicate that the model is not effectively
predicting the desired result, the number of excluded variables is not alarming since most were
included with unknown contributions. Additionally, we recognize that there is a high potential
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Figure 12. Basin model nomogram. Blue dots correspond to parameter values and effect
probability of non-glacial designation (bottom).
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for multicollinearity of the Open@Strm-DEM_L=5 and Open@Strm-DEM_L=10 variables
since the variance inflation factors (VIF) are above five (the VIF statistic was analyzed
separately but is not reported here). However, when one or both are excluded, the adjusted R2
and CA of the model drop. For that reason, along with the relatively high value of the t-statistic
from the regression, we decided to include both the variables in the model.
To further test the effects of the variables on the model’s accuracy, we performed a
sensitivity analysis on the variables that had inputs which could be altered, including the search
radius (L) on the openness variables and the slope angle on the Geomorphons. We concentrated
on the variables that were used in the model, Open@Strm-DEM, Rs@Strm-Curv5 and
GeomCurv. We tested the classification accuracy of each variable independently, then added the
hypsometric variables and HBEE so that the CA could be easily compared with a constant set of
data. Lastly, each of the modified variables were included with the remainder of the complete
model variables by adding the remaining Open@Strm-DEM, Rs@Strm-Curv5 or GeomCurv.
Each of the variables and their respective classification accuracies are listed in Table 7.
Many of the variables have an undesirable CA when tested independently, the lowest of
which is RS-Curv3@Strm_L=5 with 56%. However, the CA of the independent variables is also
widespread with many classifying over 80% correctly. However, in each of the scenarios, when
the variables were added to the hypsometric attributes and HBEE, the CA increased, as was the
case when the additional variables were added to make the complete model. This indicates that
the model is sensitive to the variables by themselves, but when combined, the resultant model is
not sensitive to the changes. However, we recognize that it is possible that the model with
increased variables may over-estimate the overall CA. That is because, similar to how the R2
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Varied Rs-Curv3@Strm

Varied Open_DEM@Stm

TABLE 7: VARIATION IN MODEL VARIABLE AND RESULTING CLASSIFICATION
ACCURACY
Variable
CA
Open_DEM@Stm_L=2
85%
Open_DEM@Stm_L=5
84%
Open_DEM@Stm_L=10
80%
Open_DEM@Stm_L=20
73%
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, Open_DEM@Stm_L=2
88%
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, Open_DEM@Stm_L=5
84%
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, Open_DEM@Stm_L=10
84%
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, Open_DEM@Stm_L=20
78%
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, RS-Curv3@Strm_L=10, GeomCurv2,
Open_DEM@Stm_L=2
84%
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, RS-Curv3@Strm_L=10, GeomCurv2,
Open_DEM@Stm_L=5
85%
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, RS-Curv3@Strm_L=10, GeomCurv2,
Open_DEM@Stm_L=10
81%
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, RS-Curv3@Strm_L=10, GeomCurv2,
Open_DEM@Stm_L=20
81%
RS-Curv3@Strm_L=2
63%
RS-Curv3@Strm_L=5
56%
RS-Curv3@Strm_L=10
60%
RS-Curv3@Srtm_L=20
57%
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, RS-Curv3@Strm_L=2
86%
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, RS-Curv3@Strm_L=5
75%
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, RS-Curv3@Strm_L=10
85%
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, RS-Curv3@Strm_L=20
84%
HI, KU, HBEE, Open-DEM@Stm_L=5, Open-DEM@Stm_L=10,
GeomCurv2, RS-Curv3@Strm_L=2
87%
HI, KU, HBEE, Open-DEM@Stm_L=5, Open-DEM@Stm_L=10,
GeomCurv2, RS-Curv3@Strm_L=5
87%
HI, KU, HBEE, Open-DEM@Stm_L=5, Open-DEM@Stm_L=10,
GeomCurv2, RS-Curv3@Strm_L=10
85%
HI, KU, HBEE, Open-DEM@Stm_L=5, Open-DEM@Stm_L=10,
GeomCurv2, RS-Curv3@Strm_L=20
86%
(Continued on following page)
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Varied GeomCurv

TABLE 7 (CONTINUED)
GeomCurv2
GeomCurv5
GeomCurv10
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, GeomCurv2
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, GeomCurv5
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, GeomCurv10
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, Open-DEM@Stm_L=5, Open-DEM@Stm_L=10,
RS-Curv3@Strm_L=10, GeomCurv2
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, Open-DEM@Stm_L=5, Open-DEM@Stm_L=10,
RS-Curv3@Strm_L=10, GeomCurv5
HI, KU, HBEE, SK, Open-DEM@Stm_L=5, Open-DEM@Stm_L=10,
RS-Curv3@Strm_L=10, GeomCurv10

67%
75%
67%
81%
81%
80%
84%
86%
85%

value in linear regression is going to increase with additional variables, an increase in the
explanatory variables allows for an increase in the number of solutions sets, which will
invariantly lead to better statistical classification although that may not reflect the actual
classification accuracy (A. Krmenec, personal communication, April 2, 2017).
The fourth variable that we performed sensitivity analysis with is the HBEE. In the
model presented above, the HBEE uses the accumulation-area ratio of 0.57, but typical values
may range from 0.4-0.8 (Bahr et al., 2009). The HBEE is a select value from the hypsometric
curve corresponding to the area (a/A) function. Therefore, values of the HBEE can be related by
investigating their corresponding height (h/H) value from the curve. For example, from Figure
8, the normalized height (h/H) at 57% of the glaciated basin is 0.54 and 0.23 for the
non-glaciated basin. The normalized height for the extreme cases of the typical AAR (0.4 and
0.8) are also given in Table 8. Because the HBEE is a ratio of the area above a particular altitude
to the entire basin area, as the HBEE increases, the elevation decreases (i.e., there is an inverse
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relationship between the HBEE and altitude or h/H). For this analysis, we calculated the
difference in the normalized elevations between the glaciated and non-glaciated basins. For
HBEEs of 0.40, 0.57 and 0.80 the differences are 0.30, 0.32 and 0.05, respectively. Since the
categorization model seeks to exploit discrepancies in the data between categories, a larger
difference is preferable. From Figure 8, as the HBEE decreases from 0.57, the difference in
elevations remains approximately the same, but the same is not true when the HBEE is
increased, the elevation values get closer. Therefore, regarding the overall accuracy of the model
that uses the HBEE, a decrease in the value may not have as large of an impact as increasing it.
In other words, the model is more sensitive to an increased HBEE than it is to a decreased value.

TABLE 8: NORMALIZED HEIGHT FOR SELECT HBEE FOR GLACIATED AND NONGLACIATED BASINS (FIGURE 8)
h/H
HBEE Glaciated Non-glaciated
0.40
0.75
0.45
0.57
0.55
0.23
0.80
0.10
0.05

It was found that the scale of the DEM has little effect on the CA of the model. In
separate testing of the model, we included a set of basins located in the eastern Sierra Nevada
range (Brocklehurst & Whipple, 2002) which had a 90m DEM scale instead of the 30m used for
the rest of the data. There was very little change in the classification accuracy of the model
when they were included with the rest of the data, suggesting that the predictive model can be
utilized over varying data scales.
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Since this is a continuation and improvement upon the former model, an analysis of the
basins that were previously misclassified but now are correct is warranted. During a test of the
model with the same alpine range set as the test cases (n=19) and the rest being the training data
(n=108), eleven basins were misclassified with the hypsometric model and five were
misclassified with the current model. Moreover, the set of five that were misclassified in the
current model were also in the set of eleven from the previous (hypsometric) model; that is, no
new basins were misclassified. For comparison, we created a third model with different inputs to
test whether it was the deletion of some of the hypsometric variables that is more significant or
the addition of the curvature variables. The seven inputs for the third model consist of the five
hypsometric variables as well as the two significant Openness variables. From the third model
(hypsometric + openness), 4 of the previously misclassified basins were correctly classified with
the addition of the Open@Strm-DEM_L=5 and Open@Strm-DEM_L=10 variables, an
improvement of 22%. And the 4 that were corrected are part of the 6 lowest values of
Open@Strm-DEM_L=5; the other 2 were correctly classified with both the previous
(hypsometric) and current models. Therefore, the curent model is potentially more improved
with the addition of the curvature variables than with the elimination of insignificant variables.
However, both are necessary.
Further improvement should be attainable. Future research might focus on comparisons
of the long profile down the length of the basins instead of the cross-sectional shape that this
research considers even though the hypsometric attributes take that into account in some manner.
Also, a brief comparison of the basins while analysing the misclassifications showed that the
fully glaciated basins were generally larger and had smaller length to width rations; the non-
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glaciated basins were longer and slimmer. Hence, the length to width ratio or planimetric basin
shape may be included. Another possibility is that the length of the streams derived from the cell
accumulation in the fully glaciated basins seem longer, or more cells further up towards the basin
head are meeting the minimum accumulation threshold. Therefore, it may be worthwhile to
investigate and compare the shape or depth of the valleys in the future.
In the previous version of the model, basin delineation and resultant shape was extremely
important because the hypsometric attributes are highly dependent on the watershed shape
(Allred & Luo, 2015). With those properties, subtle differences in the basin shape, especially the
presence of a “tail” at the bottom of the watershed, have very large effects in the elevation/area
relationship and associated calculations from the graph. A correctly delineated watershed is still
important. The HBEE is highly dependent on the area of the basin; it is defined as an analogue
to the ELA and uses the same AAR calculation, or area above an elevation, as the basis. It is
also a critical point for measuring the variables included herein. Two of the final five variables
that best differentiate between glaciated and non-glaciated alpine regions are based on the DEM,
but they are measured along the valley bottom above the HBEE.
Furthermore, this model is sensitive to the initial streams that are used to define the basin.
Those same two variables (Open@Strm-DEM_L=5 and Open@Strm-DEM_L=10) are
dependent on the cells that correspond to the stream above the HBEE. We included those stream
cells in the analysis because if the erosion is strongest at the ELA (represented here by the
HBEE), the erosion near that point is also significant. Choosing the cells above the HBEE
allows for a definite count of cells to be considered and further eliminates variability through
human decision. In a glacial system, there will be increased erosion all around the area at the
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HBEE, but in a fluvial system, it may be considerably less eroded because a stream may not be
large enough or have significant incision power at the upper reaches. Consequently, the cells
above the HBEE should represent the region with the greatest difference in erosion between the
two valley types. Therefore, the initial steps of defining the watershed and its shape remain an
important and intricate step for the model.
The former version of the model should be unaffected by the post-glacial, fluvial scenario
where a valley previously carved by a glacier is further downcut by a river system. This is
acceptable because the former version was based more on mass removal from the valley than the
basin shape (Allred & Luo, 2015). The current model should continue to be unaffected largely
because of the scale of the variables. The benches that may form from large flood events or
increased fluvial activity after a valley is eroded by the ice (Allred & Luo, 2015) will not affect
the inputs of this model because the Openness is being calculated at larger ranges and not solely
considering the local valley shape. And as previously discussed the valley at or above the HBEE
should have been so much more affected by glacial erosion than fluvial that the openness
parameter can readily pick out the differences. In the final 5-parameter model, even though
HBEE is not explicitly a parameter, its importance is implicitly included in the openness
measured along stream cells above HBEE.

3.7 CONCLUSION
This research improves upon our previous model by increasing the predictability of
glaciated or non-glaciated alpine valleys from an average of 81% to 86% classification accuracy.
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The extent of glaciation in an area is an important topic to understand given that knowledge of
the processes that shape alpine valleys helps to further understand past climate, tectonics,
mountain landscapes and more. The previous model was a quantitative attempt to differentiate
between the two valley types using geospatial data and a statistics-based methodology based
primarily on the hypsometric attributes of valley basins. The new model introduces over 50 new
measurements that are primarily based on the cross-sectional shape of the valley. The newly
investigated attributes include the “Openness” of the valley, which essentially looks at the degree
of enclosure of a given location (Yokoyama et al., 2002). This measure is applied to the DEM at
various search radii at the location where the erosion was hypothetically most prevalent in a
valley (the HBEE) and also the region immediately above it based on the stream raster. The
Openness was also calculated for the curvature raster that measures the degree of slope change in
the DEM. We found that the most influential variables to the model are based on the hypsometry
(HI, SK, KU) and the Opennesses above the HBEE (at intermediate scales), where they together
portray the shape of the valley in a different manner.
This work is significant because it offers a better model based on quantifiable attributes
of an alpine basin to predict if glaciation has occurred in the valley. Aside from our previous
model, we are unaware of any other work that uses such measurements to classify valley basins
and has the ability to predict the glacial impact on valleys with unknown glacial imprints. This
model offers a tool for researchers to investigate and catalogue landscapes with limited or no
accessibility, whether that be on Earth or other planets. Even for accessible areas, this model can
also be used as a first step to plan and focus detailed fieldwork efforts.

CHAPTER 4
APPLICATION OF A QUANTITATIVE CLASSIFICATION MODEL TO
GLACIAL LIKE FORMS ON MARS

4.1 ABSTRACT
Based on landforms and other evidence visible on the surface of the planet, previous
climates on Mars may have been conducive to at least episodic periods of wet conditions,
including a cold climate with glaciers. If present, the glaciers would imply a time when water
ice was abundant enough to collect and flow in massive quantities. A collection of 1,300+
locations on Mars have been previously identified as having glacier-like forms (GLF) that are
visually similar to terrestrial alpine valleys modified by glaciers. Here, we apply a classification
model that uses quantitative variables obtained from terrestrial mountain ranges to categorize
Martian basins as glaciated or non-glaciated with data mining techniques. The model uses three
general descriptive variables: 1) basin hypsometry (elevation-area relationship), 2) a measure
similar to the equilibrium line altitude, and 3) other variables that are related to the cross-section
shape of the valleys, extracted from elevation data. These attributes are obtained or calculated
from measured data and are therefore not subject to the subjectivity of image analysis, the
dominant method of topographic analysis in the past. Applied to a small subset of the global
GLF data, the model predicts that 84% of the basins tested have a glacial footprint, and some that
were categorized as non-glacial by the model may be misclassified. This indicates that glaciers
and ice were prevalent in the Martian past, at least in the region tested, which implies a cold and
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wet environment sometime in the history of the planet. This information could inform future
decisions for further scientific investigation and exploration of Mars.

4.2 INTRODUCTION
The current Martian atmosphere is arid and windy with no stable water at the surface
(Carr, 2012; M. Carr & Head, 2010), but there is evidence suggesting that liquid water may have
been present at times through the planet’s geologic history (Cabrol & Grin, 2001; Carr & Head,
III, 2003; Craddock & Howard, 2002; Erkeling, Reiss, Hiesinger, & Jaumann, 2010; Grant,
2000; Gulick, 2001; Hoke, Isacks, Jordan, & Yu, 2004; Hynek & Phillips, 2003; Irwin,
Craddock, & Howard, 2005; Irwin, Howard, Craddock, & Moore, 2005; Kochel & Piper, 1986;
Luo & Stepinski, 2006; Luo, 2002; Parker & Currey, 2001; Pieri, 1979; Wordsworth et al., 2013;
Wordsworth, 2016). Precipitation with surface runoff and groundwater sapping have been
identified as one of the surface-shaping processes for liquid water on Mars. Valleys that have
been formed from precipitation and surface runoff generally have characteristics such as tapered
tributary heads that blend with the topography, high drainage densities, structurally controlled
drainage patterns (e.g., fault lines) regardless of geology, shallow incision, and V-shaped cross
sections (Gulick, 2001).
Terrestrial river systems created by surface runoff have both dendritic and parallel
configurations, which are present on Mars as well (Mangold, Quantin, Ansan, Delacourt, &
Allemand, 2004). Hynek and Phillips (2003) suggested that the Martian valley networks were
formed by surface runoff because they have a higher drainage density, length, and network order
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when compared to ground water sapping valleys. Irwin III, Craddock and Howard (2005) used
the valley width to calculate the amount of discharge necessary to form the valleys. They found
that the discharge of water necessary (4900-5800 m3/s) is similar to the that from terrestrial flood
events, which are orders of magnitude greater than the amount available from glacial discharge.
Other analyses suggested that crater degradation was caused by precipitation events and surface
runoff (Craddock & Howard, 2002). Still other theories propose that ground water sapping
might be a dominant factor within the valley networks, but suggest precipitation and runoff
played an integral part in some manner. For example, Luo (2002) concluded through
hypsometric analysis that sapping was the major erosional force, and that groundwater must have
been recharged with precipitation, a possibility because of the high infiltration rate of the
Martian surface (Grant, 2000). In other areas, morphological characteristics from both runoff and
sapping are present, meaning that the networks may have been created by one method
(precipitation) and modified by another (groundwater-sapping) (Erkeling et al., 2010).
Although liquid water is generally unstable in the present environment of Mars (Brough,
Hubbard, & Hubbard, 2016), landforms suggesting the presence of water ice are evident in the
mid-latitudes of the planet between 30° and 60° in both hemispheres (Brough et al., 2016;
Dundas & Byrne, 2010; Fastook, Head, Forget, Madeleine, & Marchant, 2011; Forget, Haberle,
Montmessin, Levrard, & Head, 2006; Head, Marchant, Dickson, Kress, & Baker, 2010; Head,
Mustard, Kreslavsky, Milliken, & Marchant, 2003; Hobbs, Clarke, & Paull, 2016; Hubbard,
Souness, & Brough, 2014; Milliken, Mustard, & Goldsby, 2003; Souness & Hubbard, 2012;
Souness, Hubbard, Milliken, & Quincey, 2012). Water ice is currently stable at latitudes above
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Figure 13: Prominent region and mountain names on Mars with MOLA topographic data.
Region names are underlined.

60° and is abundant in polar ice caps on Mars (Bibring et al., 2004; Milliken et al., 2003;
Thomas, James, Calvin, Haberle, & Malin, 2009), but in the past at periods of high obliquity
(>30°) the water moved from the poles to the mid-latitudes by sublimation. The last major shift
in the surface-stable ice location is interpreted to have occurred 4-6My ago (Brough et al., 2016;
Carr & Head, 2010; Fassett & Head, III, 2006; Head et al., 2003; Souness & Hubbard, 2012).
Widespread ice deposition in the mid-latitudes is evident in the dissected mantle terrain.
This formation is interpreted as the result of an ice-cemented dust mixture that was deposited
over the region, and the seemingly smoothed the topography. Upon closer inspection, it appears
dissected in many locations from the alternating phases of ablation and reaccumulation that
likely occurred during periods of high and low obliquity (Kreslavsky & Head, 2002; Milliken et
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al., 2003; Souness & Hubbard, 2012). Other, individual ice-related forms are characterized by
surface lineations, compressional ridges, and related features such as lobate debris aprons (LDA)
or lineated valley fill (LVF) that are collectively referred to as viscous flow features (VFF).
These glacial features are possibly result from creep of ice-rich material and not basal sliding,
since temperatures are too low for sliding at or near the Martian surface. However, given that
high concentrations of salt may decrease the freezing point of water (Milliken et al., 2003), and
chloride salt-bearing deposits have been identified in topographic depressions on Mars (Glotch,
Bandfield, Wolff, Arnold, & Che, 2016), the basal sliding hypothesis cannot be ruled out. Other
evidence of near-surface ground ice on Mars includes two different types of patterned ground
resulting from fracture infilling and adjacent ice relaxing (Levy, Head, & Marchant, 2009),
sublimation pitting from the disaggregation of ice-cemented soil (Mangold, 2003; Milliken et al.,
2003; Mustard, Cooper, & Rifkin, 2001), and a volume of ice higher than what pore-spaces
could hold as evidenced from recent impacts (Dundas & Byrne, 2010).
As a subset of the VFF, and with characteristics similar to those in terrestrial alpine
valleys, glacier-like forms (GLFs) have been identified on the Martian surface through the
investigation of high resolution imagery. The GLFs have a wide upper basin that is
topographically constrained and appears to flow down-slope into a tongue that is often
surrounded by a ridge resembling a glacial moraine. The GLFs also have a length to width ratio
greater than 1, and a visible head or terminus. (Hubbard, Milliken, Kargel, Limaye, & Souness,
2011; Souness & Hubbard, 2012). Additionally, the GLFs have a U-shape cross-section, possibly
resulting from increased erosion along the valley sides as with terrestrial landscapes with a
strong glacial imprint (Harbor, 1992; Souness et al., 2012). Souness et al. (2012) identified 1309
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GLFs lying between 25° and 60° latitudes, based on the review of 8058 Context Camera (CTX)
images collected by the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. The landforms are strongly clustered in
the north, near the boundary of the global dichotomy separating the northern plains and the
southern highlands. There is also strong clustering in the southern hemisphere near the Hellas
basin. Furthermore, the GLFs have a globally common average length, width and area, as well
as a strong preference for poleward orientation. The mean latitude in both hemispheres is
approximately 40° and very few of the GLFs fall outside the elevation range of -3,000m to 0m
relative to the Mars datum. The strong common morphology, location and elevation indicate that
there are thresholds at which the water ice turns unstable (Souness et al., 2012).
Although visual interpretation of the imagery has been the predominant method of glacial
landform identification and interpretation, some research has used radar soundings of the
Martian surface to investigate the sub-surface ice. For example, Plaut et al. (2009) used shallow
radar (SHARAD) data that has the ability to probe several kilometers into ice-rich deposits and
found that the lobate debris aprons consist mostly of ice. It is protected from sublimation by
debris that has fallen form adjacent scarps and accumulated to thicknesses greater than 0.5m.
Using similar data along with an ice-flow model, Karlsson et al. (2015) concluded that the ice in
the LDAs is softer than terrestrial ice, exhibiting a lower yield stress, possibly resulting from the
high dust content of the Martian ice or solar insolation, especially in equator facing LDAs.
An automated search method for GLF locations has recently been developed by
Tretheway (2014). The classifier function is based on the descriptive statistics for a segmented
feature vector of the imagery and topography. In the classification, Tretheway considered the
slope, aspect, cross-sectional curvature, and longitudinal curvature throughout an area. The
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output from the model is a GIS layer depicting areas where GLFs are likely. It does not
effectively isolate the GLFs as determined in the data of Souness et al. (2012) since more areas
were depicted than just those intended, but the model does identify the areas where a GLF is
probable, including areas outside those originally identified that may necessitate further
investigation (Trethewey, 2014).
In an effort to separate the areas on Mars affected by fluvial processes from those with
ice-flow, Hobbs et al. (2016) created a scoring system based on visual cues and topographic
analysis to determine the mechanism of formation. They primarily investigated CTX images and
used digital elevation model data from the Mars Express High Resolution Stereo Camera
(HRSC) trying to identify certain characteristics of each system. To be included in the ice-flow
categorization, a valley must have had an appearance of ground ice, a distinctive texture, a
visible head or terminus, along with a wide U-shaped cross section discernable from the imagery,
and surface features such as compressional or extension ridges, lineations, crevassing or bowshaped morphologies. On the other hand, fluvial valleys tend to increase in width downstream,
have a high degree of sinuosity, exhibit narrow cross-sections based the imagery, and have V- or
U-shaped cross sections with steep walls, and a source consistent with fluvial origin such as
branching valleys or an amphitheater-like head. In total, Hobbs et al. (2016) identified 27 iceflow and 44 fluvial valleys in the study area, but also suggest that many of the valleys identified
as having a fluvial formation may have been created through the melting of ice-rich deposits,
offering another alternative to the precipitation or groundwater based scenarios (Hobbs et al.,
2016).
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To our knowledge, there has been no attempt to distinguish Martian valleys as either
glacial or non-glacial by any means other than visual observation of the landforms or assessing
the length, width and slope of the valleys. Therefore, the goal of this research is to assess
whether the locations designated as having GLFs were glaciated. We apply a predictive model
capable of classifying an alpine valley as either fluvial or glacial (Allred & Luo, 2016) to areas
on Mars thought to have been affected by glaciers and ice.

4.3 SITE DESCRIPTIONS
The study area is located near the northern boundaries of Arabia Terra and Terra Sabaea
(Figure 14). Many of the GLFs fall within the fretted terrain along the global dichotomy
between the southern highlands and northern lowlands (Carr, 2012; Sharp, 1973). This area also
contains the most densely clustered GLFs observed by Souness et al. (2012). The average area
of the basins that cover the GLFs from this research is 16.6 km2, however when 2 of the obvious
outliers are removed (areas of 73.4 km2 and 64.8km2) the average area becomes 12.1km2. This is
only slightly above the 7.8km2 Souness et al. (2012) found. The lengths of the GLF basins
varied from 3.7km to 12.7km with an average of 13.8km. The average slope of the basins is
26%. In addition to lying in the dense collection of GLF from the original dataset, these 25
basins were chosen because the basins, which were derived from the digital elevation model
(DEM), adequately covered the GLFs, and their shapes were mostly consistent with the visible
valley based on the underlain imagery.
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Figure 14: Mars global map showing location of the study region in the Martian northern
hemisphere and an overview of the study sites.

4.3.1 STUDY SITE 1
Site 1 (Figure 15) contains 5 GLFs falling within the derived HRSC DEM from orbit
1545_0000 and is the westernmost area included in this study (Figure 14). There appear to be at
least two valley networks with a dendritic configuration. Although it is not identified as such in
the publicly available crater databases, a highly degraded crater may be present with an outflow
channel to the northern lowlands. Craters in the area are both superimposed on the surface with
little degradation and dissected by the fretted terrain. One of the GLFs falls along the edge of the
possible degraded crater (no. 111), another along the wall of the valley network (no. 119), and
the others are on the edges of mesas-like features from the dissected terrain (nos. 3, 79 and 87).
The average area of the GLFs is 14.1km2, but that includes one that is greater than 28km2. The
average flow length and slope of the basins is 6.1km and 23%, respectively.
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Figure 15: Mars imagery and topography showing the GLFs at Study Site 1. (Note: numbers
adjacent to basin outlines indicate basin IDs.)

4.3.2 STUDY SITE 2
Site 2 falls just east of Site 1 and uses the DEM from orbit 5335_0000, with most of the
GLFs lying in the southern portion of the tile (Figure 16). In the southwest corner of the tile is a
crater where 2 of the 14 GLFs lie along the rim (nos. 66 and 75). An apparent outflow channel
from the crater to the lowlands is visible in the CTX imagery, but the channel flows in both
directions in that the highest point of the channel falls in the middle, adjacent to and between
several GLFs (nos. 61, 63, 70 and 71). Four of the GLFs lie along the outflow channel, one is on
the edge of a channel connecting an adjacent smaller crater (no. 74), four of them are along the
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dichotomy boundary (nos. 28, 30, 31and 65) and three more lie on a mesa further into the
northern lowlands (nos. 10, 16 and 17). The average area of the GLF basins is 16.5 km2, but that
includes the largest GLF in the entire data with an area of 73.3km2; the average area without that
one is 10.2km2. The GLFs within Site 2 have one of the lowest average length at 6.1km and the
highest average slope of 26%.

Figure 16: Mars imagery and topography showing the GLFs at Study Site 2. (Note: numbers
adjacent to basin outlines indicate basin IDs.)
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4.3.3 STUDY SITE 3
Site 3 (Figure 17) consists of three adjacent GLFs from the orbit 5281_0000 DEM, all
three lying at the edge of a valley near the dichotomy boundary (Figure 14). The fretted terrain
here seems less mature than the other areas because the portions of the valley end slightly inland,
away from the lowlands, a feature that is not as prominent in the other areas. The GLFs are
generally longer than the other sites, the average length is 8.3km. The average slope is 22%

Figure 17: Mars imagery and topography showing the GLFs at Study Site 3. (Note: numbers
adjacent to basin outlines indicate basin IDs.)

4.3.4 STUDY SITE 4
Site 4 (Figure 18) is the eastern- and southernmost site within the study area and falls at
the eastern limits of the clustered GLFs in the northern hemisphere (Figure 14). There are seven
GLFs that fall within the orbit 5342_0000 DEM. This site does not include any craters but is
heavily dissected with the fretted terrain. Although the area is directly on the dichotomy
boundary, all seven of GLFs included lie on slopes of the fretted terrain where it extends inland
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from the flat lowlands. The average area of the basins is 17.4km2, but that drops to 9.6km2 when
one of the outlying basins is excluded. The average slope of the GLFs is 22%.

Figure 18: Mars imagery and topography showing the GLFs at Study Site 4. (Note: numbers
adjacent to basin outlines indicate basin IDs.)

4.4. METHODS AND MODEL
4.4.1 METHODS
To perform the topographic analysis and prepare the necessary data, we employed aeroid
referenced digital elevation models (DEMs) derived from the Mars Express High Resolution
Stereo Camera (HRSC), obtained from Washington University in St. Louis’ Mars Orbital Data
Explorer. The horizontal resolution of the panels utilized was either 75m/pixel or 100m/pixel
and the vertical accuracy is approximately 10m/pixel (Hobbs et al., 2016). A major benefit of
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the HRSC reduced data record data is that very little processing is necessary for the terrain data
to be compatible with the ArcGIS software. Furthermore, there was no HiRISE data available
that covered the GLFs which would allow for a higher spatial resolution. We projected the
datasets using a Sinusoidal projection with a central meridian at 109°, utilized because it falls
near the 4 study areas and distortion is minimized. The sinusoidal projection is significant
because it is an equal-area projection, which is required for the hypsometric analysis.
We followed the same basin delineation process as utilized for the classifier model
(Allred & Luo, 2015). The flow accumulation threshold to define the streams, and consequently
the basins, was chosen so that the watersheds enveloped the GLFs and were generally consistent
with the GLF size and shape. The appropriate flow accumulation threshold was also chosen so
that the stream would be of sufficient length to be used in accordance with the Openness and
Geomorphon analyses. (Allred & Luo, 2016). The pour points that dictate the outlet or bottom
of the basin were placed as near as could be deciphered at the bottom of the valley containing the
GLF. The location of the valley was placed and ascertained using the HRCS DEM and Google
Earth Mars imagery, which includes Context Camera (CTX) imagery from the Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter mission with high-resolution 6m/pixel imagery (Shean, Fahle, Malin,
Edwards, & Posiolova, 2011; Zurek & Smrekar, 2007). To assure that the delineated basin
enveloped the GLF but did not extend unnecessarily some manual editing was used, but only
where necessary.
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4.4.2 CLASSIFIER MODEL
The model applied to the Martian topography uses the quantifiable values based on the
valley morphometry along with data-mining techniques to help decipher whether the valley was
affected more by glaciers or fluvial activity (Allred & Luo, 2016). It uses attributes that are
measured or derived from a DEM. Among those are the hypsometric attributes related to the
watershed or basin. Hypsometry utilizes the frequency distribution of elevations and the area
encapsulated below those elevations (Mahalingam & Mahalingam, 2012); the relevant values are
derived from the normalized elevation-area plot. Specifically, the hypsometric variables used are
the hypsometric integral (HI), skewness (SK), and kurtosis (KU). The model also includes the
hypothetical basin equilibrium elevation (HBEE), a variable based on the concept of equilibrium
line altitude (ELA), but modified so that its value can be derived for all basins and watersheds
instead of only those with existent glaciers (Allred & Luo, 2015). Furthermore, the classification
model integrates the valley cross-sectional shape by including the valley ‘openness’. Originally
designed as a technique for surface representation, the terrain openness is a neighborhood
operation function that measures the zenith angle (the angle between line of sight to the
surrounding terrain and the vertical view) (Yokoyama, Shirasawa, & Pike, 2002). Lastly, the
model utilizes Geomorphons, a function intended to characterize geomorphic landforms
(Jasiewicz & Stepinski, 2013). It is also a neighborhood operation, classifies a center grid point
by measuring the elevations surrounding said grid point and using a ternary system (positive,
neutral or flat, and negative).
The model was designed and tested with alpine valleys from four locales in North
America and New Zealand. The valleys were previously classified based on the extent of glacial
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activity, the classifications including fully- and non-glaciated (Amerson, Montgomery, & Meyer,
2008; Brocklehurst & Whipple, 2004; Naylor & Gabet, 2007). The four regions also have a
range of geologic and climatic settings. The model initially began with 54 input variables to
consider, 48 of which were the Openness and Geomorphons applied with varying scales. The
variations were initiated because it was uncertain how the quantities extracted would differ
between themselves or what their effect would be on the model. Eventually, the input variable
count was pared down to 9 and then 5 using linear regression and interpretation of the graph
from the data mining software. The streams that helped define the valleys during the basindelineation phase were also utilized with the input variables because they represent the valley
floor. Therefore, the Openness was analyzed using those cells along the stream as the lowest
point in the valley, and acting as the viewpoint for which the angle is calculated. In the end, the
model could classify the basins with an 86% accuracy with a random forest classifier. Refer to
Allred & Luo (2016) for a more thorough discussion of the model and input attributes.

4.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the GLF basins, we used the model presented by Allred & Luo (2016) that uses 8
variables instead of 5 variables. It is noted that in the previous model, there were 9-variables,
one more than utilized here. We excluded one of the distance measurements from the Openness
routine because the values for both Rs@Strm-Curv3_L=10 and Rs@Strm-Curv5_L=10 were
identical. These are the adapted search radius measurements of the Openness function calculated
from the stream cells above the HBEE as applied to the curvature surface (derived with either
3x3 or 5x5 windows) using maximum search radii of 10 cells. Therefore, the variables
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measured, calculated and included in the model were the HI, SK, KU, HBEE, the Geomorphon
value from the 2-cell search radius applied to the curvature surface (GeomCurv2_, Rs@StrmCurv3_L=10, Open@Strm-DEM_L=5, Open@Strm-DEM_L=10). The last two listed are the
Openness values of the cells above the HBEE as applied to the DEM with search radii of either 5
or 10 cells. Table 9 presents the characteristics of each site including the area, minimum and
maximum elevations within the basin, flow length, basin slope and glaciation classification.
Overall, 21 of the 25 (84%) valleys tested were classified by the model as glaciated. Based on a
linear regression test (not shown), the area, minimum/maximum elevations, flow length and
slope are not statistically significant at any suitable level compared to the glaciated classification.
We performed this test because in the original data, Souness et al. (2012) state there is an
interplay or relationship between the GLF population and the elevation (falling abundantly above
-3000m) and relief. They also present a similarity between the length, width and area between
the GLFs in the north and south hemispheres. We used the regression to test for a relationship
between these attributes and our own classification, but none was apparent. However, we
recognize that there may not be an apparent relationship due to the diminished sample size (25
basins) and the limited variability amongst them.
Along with the classification, the Orange software also provides the probability of the
feature falling into one of the classes. It is a convenient method to judge how credible the
classification is. For example, if the probability is 100%, then the user can be confident in the
classification but at 50%, the uncertainty is high. For the basin classification, the average
glaciated. These probability scores are similar to the results of Hobbs et al. (2016) where they
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TABLE 9: GLF BASIN CLASSIFICATION IDENTIFICATION, CHARACTERISTICS AND
RESULTS
Orbit
DEM
h1545
h1545
h1545
h1545
h1545
h5281
h5281
h5281
h5335
h5335
h5335
h5335
h5335
h5335
h5335
h5335
h5335
h5335
h5342
h5342
h5342
h5342
h5342
h5342
h5342
Average
Std. Dev

GLF
ID
3
79
87
111
119
5
6
7
16
28
30
31
63
65
66
71
74
75
22
27
30
34
39
42
43

Area
28,097,265
7,988,718
10,095,908
17,472,141
7,044,507
13,496,152
16,171,847
27,978,621
7,806,103
6,362,266
9,703,317
8,687,436
9,762,201
73,371,403
21,715,012
4,067,842
9,929,057
13,925,842
18,148,456
13,385,367
64,795,376
8,234,554
3,582,861
7,614,637
6,340,762
12,070,038
6,659,808

Min.
Elev.
-2,234
-1,621
-1,300
-1,532
-1,180
-1,961
-1,841
-1,796
-1,726
-2,085
-2,053
-1,678
-1,945
-1,915
-1,678
-1,925
-1,521
-1,846
-362
-1,825
-1,585
-1,264
-426
-840
-513
-2,431
2,262

Max.
Elev.
-316
-227
-437
285
-112
-290
-32
91
-143
-451
-494
57
-272
-522
47
-625
-375
-512
470
455
388
-35
539
600
581
-642
1,515

Flow
Length
7,420
5,260
4,120
7,640
5,900
6,800
8,120
9,840
4,800
6,350
5,800
6,700
7,660
9,850
6,450
3,700
5,300
4,300
7,130
8,860
12,690
4,119
3,720
6,070
4,730
7,068
2,531

Slope Glaciated
26%
Full
27%
Full
21%
Full
24%
Full
18%
Full
25%
Full
22%
Full
19%
Full
33%
Full
26%
Full
27%
Full
26%
None
22%
Full
14%
Full
27%
Full
35%
Full
22%
Full
31%
None
12%
Full
26%
Full
16%
Full
30%
Full
26%
Full
24%
None
23%
None
26%
7%

assigned a grading system to the GLFs based on visual cues. The average score for a fluvial
(non-glacial) basin in that study was 58% and the average for ice-flow (glaciated) was 72%.
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These scores are slightly further from 50% as in our study, but the trend is similar where the nonglacial score is closer to the middle and thus has increased uncertainty.
Within Study Sites 1 and 3, all 8 of the GLF basins were classified by the model as fully
glaciated. Those basins have slightly different characteristics regarding their elevation, size and
flow length. However, the basin slope and general setting are similar in that the GLF basins lie
along mesa walls in the fretted terrain. The GLFs have a glacial footprint in the mature fretted
terrain that is somewhat away from the continuous land, as is the case at Site 1, and in the
seemingly immature dissected terrain that appears to be cutting into the highlands (Site 3).
Furthermore, the probability of the basins having a glacial influence for Sites 1 and 3 are 62%
and 58%, respectively. There is no common orientation of the GLF basins, the eight within the
two sites have varying orientations of north, east and south.
Site 2 has 10 GLFs included, 8 of which are glaciated based on the classification model.
As was the case in Sites 1 and 3, 4 of them that are along the walls of the mesas are glaciated,
including one that is set 60km north of and apart from remaining basins in the group. Oriented
to the southwest, one of the 2 that fall along the rim of the crater is non-glaciated. And along the
two channels flowing into the crater there are 3 GLF basins that are glaciated, with 2 of those
along the channel that flows in both directions, into and away from the crater, from the middle.
Thus, there is a possibility that the channel flowed in one direction at some time but, the mass
transported with a glacier started to fill the channel. For this site, the average predicted
probability of the glaciated basins is 62% and the average non-glaciated probability is 48%.
Furthermore, the valleys that are non-glaciated do not have an area, flow length or slope that is
significantly different than the means, nor are they geographically clustered.
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At the fourth site, 5 of the 7 GLF basins are fully glaciated. None of the basins fall on
mesas that are well separated from the contiguous land, but 2 of the glaciated valleys (nos. 27
and 30) appear to drain to the low lands (i.e., they lie at the dichotomy boundary). As was the
case previously, the slopes of the non-glaciated valleys do not significantly differ from the site
average, although the area and flow length are slightly below the site average. None of the GLF
basins lie at or near the rim of a crater. The predicted probability is the same as Site 2, 62% and
48% for glaciated and non-glaciated, respectively.
The model variables collectively work well to classify the terrestrial glacial and nonglacial alpine valleys. However, it is important to understand how each of the variables effect
the predictions independently. The classification accuracy on the terrestrial data and the
predictive results for the Mars GLFs are shown in Table 10. The hypsometric variables have
consistently been a significant part of the many variations of the model tested. Independently,
they, along with the HBEE, have a classification accuracy near 60%, a measure that by itself
may not be suitable. They also present mixed results regarding the GLF classification, favoring
more non-glaciated than glaciated processes. Similarly, the two Openness variables predict that
each of the GLFs are non-glaciated and the classification accuracy of those is increased to a
value more consistent with the model. However, when the hypsometric variables, the HBEE,
and the two openness measures are combined (creating a six-variable model) the classification
accuracy is again 85%, but the GLF predictions indicate a glaciated process with 19 of the 25
basins predicted as such. Six variables that independently lean towards non-glaciated basins on
Mars, but when they are combined, they have an increased classification accuracy and they trend
towards glaciated basins. It is helpful to conceptualized those variables like the kNN algorithm
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is described, using N dimensions, one for each variable. Independently, the variables are plotted
in one dimension that indicates non-glaciated basins, but when they are put together those plots
might move, rotate or otherwise combine in a way that indicates glaciated basins. Therefore, as
shown by the accurate classification of the terrestrial basins, the entire 8-variable model is still
regarded with increased confidence to accurately categorize the Mars GLFs.

TABLE 10: ACCURACY ASSESSMENT AND GLF PREDICTIONS OF INDEPENDENT
MODEL VARIABLES
Variable
HI
SK
KU
HBEE
GeomCurv2
Open@Strm-DEM_L=5
Open@Strm-DEM_L=10
Rs@Strm-DEM-Curv3_L=10

Class. Acc.
59%
60%
58%
59%
67%
86%
80%
61%

Mars Results
Count Glac.
Pct. Glac
5
20%
10
40%
8
32%
11
44%
25
100%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%

As noted above, the results presented are based on an 8-variable model using most of the
significant variables designated in Allred & Luo (2016). In this analysis, we tested several
versions of the same model, varying the inputs and the order of them into the model. For
example, in one instance the classifier model was formed using 8 variables again, but we
changed the order so that it was HI - SK - KU - HBEE - GeomCurv2 - Open@Strm-DEM_L=5 Open@Strm-DEM_L=10 - Rs@Strm-Curv5_L=10. In that case the model classified 24 of 25
(96%) as glaciated. In another run of the model, we excluded the Openness distance (Rs)
variables, yielding a glaciated classification in 23 of 25 instances (92%). The only deviation
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from the substantially high glaciated classifications was from a model that utilized only the 5
variables identified as most significant from Allred & Luo (2016): HI, SK, KU, Open@StrmDEM_L=5 and Open@Strm-DEM_L=10. In that instance, only 9 of 25 (36%) were classified as
glaciated. However, adding only the HBEE to those variables, creating a 6-variable model, the
glaciated classification increased to 20 of 25 (80%). Therefore, excepting the version with only
5 variables, the given model classifies a large majority of the GLF basins, identified by visual
inspection, as having a glaciated footprint or influence.
Given that many of the GLF basins classified by the model as non-glaciated show the
same landforms and evidence as the basins that are glaciated, it is warranted to investigate why
the non-glacial basins are classified as such. One possibility is that there is no evidence of
glaciers and the GLF was misclassified in the Souness et al. (2012) inventory. This is most
likely the case with GLF ID #42 at Site 4 (Figure 19a). This basin doesn’t appear to have the
same characteristics visible on the CTX image as most of the other glaciated basins. There are
limited or no identifiable downslope flow lines through the valley, and no lobate debris apron
(LDA) or lineated valley fill (LVF) at the base of the visible and typical of other GLFs (Hubbard
et al., 2014). It is possible that this basin is accurately classified as non-glacial. Another
possibility for the misclassification is that the basin polygon over the GLF does not completely
or accurately encompass the valley. This is a processing error and may be the case with GLF ID
# 31 in Site 2 (Figure 19b). The polygon that defines the basin appears to cut across the visible
flow features, it does not extend to the top of the formation, and it also extends too far below the
possible GLF.
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Figure 19: Potentially misclassified basins: a) Site 4 ID #42 basin correctly classified where the
GLF characteristics are not visible and b) Site 2 ID #31 where the basin is possibly incorrectly
classified as non-glacial because the basin delineation is erroneous.

The difference between the hypsometric curves of the glaciated and non-glaciated basins
in Figure 20 are subtle, but the glaciated curve has a steeper initial slope (from a/A = 0 to 0.2)
which decreases at a point (a/A=0.2) and shows a small bulge near that break point. Since the
hypsometric curve relates the elevation and cumulative area, the initially steep slope of the graph
is indicative of less area per unit elevation interval, or a steep basin slope at the head. The
elongated bulge in the middle of the graph indicates an increase in the area per elevation interval,
or generally a less steep gradient down the valley followed by a steep leg again. This could be a
collection of mass in the middle of the valley. The non-glaciated curve on the other hand (Figure
20b) has a slightly less steep initial slope, and then a nearly constant slope except for a small
bulge at the bottom. This indicates a uniform slope down a majority of the valley and is
indicative of uniform mass distribution down the valley. Thus, the 2 curves indicate separate
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processes of mass movement down the valley. In the first case, if a glacier was transporting
mass down-valley, it is possible that the glacial terminus had stagnant periods with little, none or
even reversed movement, which may leave a collection of mass. However, with fluvial or even
aeolian transport that is more uniform over a larger area, there would not be such a collection of
mass and the slope of the valley would be more constant.
Also in Figure 20 are the measured values of the hypsometric integral (HI), skewness
(SK), kurtosis (KU), and hypothetical basin equilibrium elevation (HBEE). The differences
between the values for the glaciated and non-glaciated basins is slight. But they are similar to
the difference in average values of the same variables when grouped by glaciated and nonglaciated in the terrestrial classifier model. The values in Figure 20 also follow the trends from
the basins for the original model where the SK and KU of the non-glaciated basins are greater
than the glaciated basins whereas the HI is less (Allred & Luo, 2015). However, even though
they follow the same trend, the model functions are based on the values of the variables, not
simply the relationship between them. From the 8-variable model, the average HI value for both
the Mars glaciated and non-glaciated GLF basins is greater than the terrestrial classifier model,
approximately 0.6 and 0.5, respectively. And since the non-glaciated group has a higher average
in the model values, it is possible that it will classify most GLF basins as such based solely on
the HI.
However, even though the HI is significant according to the regression, the nomogram
for the model indicates the HI has the lowest priority (Allred & Luo, 2016). The relationship of
the KU variable for the GLF results is similar to the HI value as explained above, the Mars
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Figure 20. Hypsometric curves and attribute values for basins located in Study Site 4 identified
as a) basin no. 34 and b) basin no. 42.

values are generally greater than the values from the terrestrial model. This may lead to
additional basins being classified as non-glaciated. And it has a greater priority in the model
based on the nomogram. However, the SK variable not only is separated well between the
glaciated and non-glaciated, but it very closely follows the values and trends from the classifier
model, so the SK variable should accurately classify the GLF basins.
The model uses two Openness variables, Open@Strm-DEM_L=5 and Open@StrmDEM_L=10. In this case, the quantity calculated is the Openness angle of the stream cells above
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the HBEE as applied to the DEM at search radii of either 5 cells or 10 cells. Both were found to
be significant to the glaciation classification with the linear regression (Allred & Luo, 2016).
And in the classifier model, the separation between the averages of the glaciated and nonglaciated groups was adequate, approximately 78° and 72°, respectively. The difference in the
averages of the glaciated/non-glaciated groups from the Mars GLF basins was not that well
spread, with less than 1° of separation between them, and they were collectively higher than the
classification model at approximately 88°. Therefore, since the average glaciated value from the
model is higher than the non-glaciated, it is likely that it would predict more glaciated basins
using only the Openness variable. And while that variable wasn’t significant to the glaciation
with the regression, it is rather important to the model according to the nomogram, being the 2nd
and 4th variables in that ranking.
The HBEE has consistently been one of the most important variables in the model,
increasing the classification accuracy in both previous models (Allred & Luo, 2015, 2016). And
the results with the Mars data are no different. In separate versions of the classifier model, the
results were drastically different when the HBEE was included. And in the nomogram depicted
in Allred & Luo (2016), the HBEE is the most influential variable to the model. As previously
stated, the percentage of GLF basins that were classified as glaciated jumped from 36% to 80%
with only the addition of that variable. The relationship between the HBEE values in Figure 20
is representative of the entirety of the GLF basins. Moreover, those values are similar to the
averages of the glaciated and non-glaciated groups based on the classifier model result. By
itself, the HBEE variable should correctly classify most basins from the model.
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The last variable included in the model is the Geomorphon features as they apply to the
landscape curvature surface. In the terrestrial model, the bottom of the valleys were classified as
being flat, a pit, or a peak at the HBEE. It is expected that curvature surfaces along glaciated
valleys have either a pit or are possibly flat because of the curved terrain after the ice flow and
erosion. On the other hand, a non-glaciated valley should be a peak since the ideal valley would
have walls with a constant slope (see Figure 3, Allred & Luo (2016)). From the terrestrial
valleys, most the basins were found to have a pit at the HBEE. However, the glaciated valleys
had more than 3 times as many flat designations as the non-glaciated. And there were
significantly more peak designations with the non-glacial valleys than with the glacial ones.
While the designations are not overwhelming, there is a trend towards what is expected. And in
the model, a lower value is representative of a glaciated valley and a higher one is non-glaciated.
Regarding the GLF basins, all of them were found to have a flat designation. While it is not
ideal to have no variability, it is not surprising based on visual interpretation of the CTX images
and given the Openness values near 90° found herein.
Based on the previous discussion, it is possible that some of the variables over-estimate
the classification in one direction or the other. However, the SK, HBEE and Geomorphon
variables from the GLF basins should adequately follow the classification by the model. A
separate version of the model was executed using only these three variables. The classification
accuracy of it dropped slightly and the glaciated and non-glaciated count were the same as
previous versions, 21 of 25 being glaciated. However, the predictive probability for the basins
was significantly different. In previous version of the Mars results, the average proportions had
been 61% for glaciated basins and 48% for non-glaciated. Using only the SK, HBEE and
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Geomorphons, the probability increased to 82% for the glaciated basins and 63% for the nonglaciated. This movement away from center indicates that the model is classifying the basins
with greater certainty.
The hypsometric attributes are useful metrics because they effectively distinguish
between the glaciated and non-glaciated basins, but they are also indicative of the processes at
work within the basins. For example, the HI is the measure of the area under the curve, and it
represents the amount of material left after the erosion occurs. Additionally, the skewness is
representative of the erosion in the headward direction in the upper reaches of the basin, and
kurtosis is indicative of the amount of erosion in both upper and lower portions of the valley
(Harlin, 1978; Luo, 2000, 2002).
Therefore, comparing the hypsometric values from the two basins shown in Figure 8, the
process behind the glacial and non-glacial valleys is more clear. The shape of the curve is also
informative; in the glaciated case, there is a more area under the curve at the lower elevations,
indicating increased mass towards the bottom of the valley. Glaciers effectively move mass and
sediment from the top of the valley towards the bottom where it is deposited once the glacier
stops advancing. However, the non-glaciated curve has a more constant slope, indicating that the
sediment that is moved is transported completely out of the basin, as would be expected with a
river or stream.
Comparing the skewness measurements from Figure 8, the non-glaciated basin has a
higher value than the glaciated one, indicating more headward erosion in the non-glaciated case.
While ice more effectively erodes the valley, the location of the ice mass generally does not lead
to headward erosion, it is more concentrated in the middle of the basin. In contrast, precipitation
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and fluvial erosion may be more constant over the entire basin. In other words, fluvial erosion is
more of a top-down erosional process but glacial erosion is concentrated further down the valley.
The kurtosis variable is interpreted in much the same way. From Figure 8, the KU is smaller in
the glaciated case, indicating decreased erosion at the upper and lower reaches. This is a
reasonable estimation because the glacier may have been more concentrated in the mid-basin
whereas fluvial erosion is more uniform.
The current atmosphere on Mars is hyper-arid, but during the Noachian and Hesperian
periods (up to approximately 3.0Gyr before present), fluvial and volcanic activity occurred at a
much greater rate (Carr & Head, 2010). On the other hand, surface modification occurred
primarily due to ice during periods of high obliquity as recently as 400kyr before present (Carr &
Head, 2010), or at least during the last glacial maximum occurring in the previous 10Myr before
present (Head et al., 2003). Variations in the eccentricity of Mars may have also contributed to
an increase in glaciation (Fastook et al., 2011; Madeleine et al., 2009). In any case, volcanic and
fluvial activity have been at a fraction of their Noachian and Hesperian rates, and if the basins
were modified or degraded such that they would affect the model, it would have only been by the
wind. But the effect of the wind on primary rock surfaces has been inconsequential and the
current dust production rates are considerably lower than previous periods (Bridges & Muhs,
2012; Carr & Head, 2010).
Furthermore, if the wind did have a large impact on the surface around the GLFs, the
model would be largely unaffected. The hypsometric attributes and HBEE are key components
to this model, and they both consider the mass movement through the entire basin. Aeolian
transport may occur regionally, but the GLF basins are not large enough for wind to transport
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and deposit the mass locally. In other words, any deposition will be more uniform and the entire
basin would be affected, not small portions of it. Also, one of the primary characteristics of the
GLF from the CTX images is the presence of the lineations and flow lines down the valley.
These features would not be significantly visible if mass was being deposited from Aeolian
processes.
Given that the current Martian atmosphere cannot support liquid water or ice at the lowto mid-latitudes, but the model shows the possibility of glaciers in the past in those regions, the
fate of the ice must be investigated. As previously discussed, one theory is that the ice has been
trapped inside the LDA that are often found near the GLF and other VFF (Karlsson et al., 2015;
Plaut et al., 2009). Near the head of the GLFs the topography was favorable for ice collection in
alcoves. As it moved and grew, debris from abutting ridges was deposited and some of the dirty
ice was sublimated, forming the origin of the LDA that flowed downslope. This process was
supported by the application of a glacial flow model applied to the same region as used for this
research, constrained by an obliquity greater than 25° (Head et al., 2010) and by applying a
general circulation model over 2 million years (Fastook et al., 2011). In each of these cases, the
LDA are shown to flow through the fretted terrain and valley system superimposed by debris
from abutting scarps that cause the flow ridges visible in modern imagery, which also act as an
insulator for the ice, protecting against sublimation in the extremely dry environment.
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4.6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The past Martian environment continues to be debated, but evidence suggests periods of
fluvial and glacial activity. Possible glacial landforms or evidence of water-ice processes have
been identified through visual observations. However, to study them, we must rely largely on
data observed by remote sensing applications and terrestrial analogs. This research uses a model
that we have shown to be successful with terrestrial glacial basins, and classifies a basin as either
glacial or non-glacial using quantitative, measured attributes derived from digital elevation data.
The model is applied to valleys with previously identified GLFs in an attempt to verify the visual
classification. Using four sites located in the northern hemisphere along the dichotomy boundary
between the northern lowlands and the southern highlands, the model classified the GLF basins
and showed that a large majority of them have a glacial influence.
The Souness et al. (2012) data sufficiently presents the GLFs and the characteristics of
them, which were used to distinguish the GLF landforms from the surrounding topography. In a
follow-up study, the same authors presented a more thorough discussion on the mechanism and
geologic setting for the Martian glaciers (Hubbard et al., 2014).

The authors conclude that the

GLFs are part of a land system that formed during a geologically recent Martian ice age. During
that time, water moved from the poles to the mid-latitudes during a period of high obliquity. It
was deposited as snow or ice, and remains near the surface of Mars, protected by regolith.
Hubbard et al. (2014) further state that the GLFs were capable of transporting debris as part of at
least one glacial period, but probably many of them.
This research is significant because it applies a glacial classification model built from
quantitative variables to landforms defined as “glacial-like” based on visual interpretation of
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imagery. Moreover, it generally supports and verifies that classification. Therefore, with a
visual analog and now a quantitative conclusion, evidence is mounting that the Martian surface
was modified by glacial activity, which has several other implications about the paleo-climate of
the planet. By increasing the body of knowledge for the former climates of Mars, scientists and
researchers will be able to better understand the planet, perhaps pushing closer to human
exploration or habitation.

CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1 OVERVIEW
The overall goal of this research is to ascertain whether glacier like features (GLF) on
Mars are valleys modified by glacial activity. This is accomplished through three separate but
related articles that progressively define and create a model to categorize terrestrial valleys as
glacial or non-glacial, improve upon the model and finally apply it to the current Martian
surface.
In the first manuscript (Chapter 2), the categorization model is introduced. To begin, a
number of mountain ranges with a range of geographic and geologic settings was collected that
were previously categorized with varying degrees of glaciation; these would serve as the basis
for this and the subsequent models. The model uses several data mining algorithms to search for
patterns and groups in the input data so that the individual basins are placed in their designated
glaciation groups. In that process, the previously categorized basins are used as the training
dataset and the algorithm searches for the patterns in the training data and builds the model to
predict other basins. This version of the model uses primarily the hypsometric attributes that
relate the area and elevation of the valleys. A new variable termed the “hypothetical basin
equilibrium elevation” (HBEE) is introduced that attempts to mimic the equilibrium line altitude
in glacial and non-glacial environments. The model is an effective predictor of basin glaciation,
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classifying valleys from a selected dataset with greater than 80% accuracy. The results show that
it is possible to model and predict the glacial origin of alpine valleys with quantitative variables
and that basin hypsometry variables are effective at differentiating between glacial and nonglacial basins.
The second manuscript (Chapter 3) describes a second model that adds to and improves
upon the previous version. This is accomplished by increasing the number of descriptive
variables, specifically adding several based on the shape of the valley cross-section and the
curvature of it. One of the primary variables is the valley “openness” (Yokoyama, Shirasawa, &
Pike, 2002), which is comparable to the visible line of site from any point. For this research, the
“openness” is calculated from locations at the valley floor, aiming to take advantage of the
varying signature valley shapes alternatively created by flowing water and glacial erosion by
inspecting the amount of open space above the valley floor. The other significant set of variables
added to the second version comes from the “Geomorphon” algorithm (Jasiewicz & Stepinski,
2013). This function searches for specific landforms such as peaks, pits, ridges or flat terrain.
However, in this research, it is applied to the calculated curvature surface, thereby identifying
variations in the valley shape between the classes. Combined with the variables from the model
described in Chapter 2, and testing the Openness and Geomorphons at varying scales, there were
54 possible variables to be included in the model, which was pared down to 9 that significantly
affect the model. Particularly important in the model are the HBEE and openness. With the
additional variables in the model, it proves to be a more effective predictor, the classification
accuracy of the basins increased and there was more certainty within it.
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The third manuscript (Chapter 4) applies the refined model to locations previously
designated on Mars as having glacial like features (GLFs). Located in the northern hemisphere
along the global dichotomy that divides the altered terrain of the southern highlands and the
relatively smooth northern lowlands, 25 basins are tested with the model. Through several
iterations of the model with varying inputs, a large majority (84%) of the valleys are consistently
designated as glacial instead of non-glacial. Furthermore, the Orange software also gives the
confidence level (probability) of the classification and those that were classified as glacial have
an average probability of 72%. Those valleys that are classified as non-glacial may have been
misclassified because the polygons that define the basin didn’t adequately cover the valley
(Figure 15). Another possibility is that they were misclassified in the original dataset (Souness,
Hubbard, Milliken, & Quincey, 2012) and the model classification is correct. As is the case with
the models developed on the terrestrial data, the hypsometric attributes along with the
Geomorphon description are significant to the GLF classification.
This work supports the theories of Sounness (2012), Hubbard et al. (2014) and others
regarding presence of landforms that strongly resemble those caused by glaciers. The GLFs are
likely the remnants of a glacial system with local deformations from gravity-induced flow
(Souness et al., 2012). This most likely occurred during a last glacial maximum between 4 and 6
million years ago (Hubbard et al., 2014), but may have been part of a more recent glaciation 5-10
million year ago (Karlsson, Schmidt, & Hvidberg, 2015). The dominant theory is that glaciers
formed during periods of high obliquity (greater than 25° and as much as 45°) and increased
eccentricity resulting in moisture moving from the poles to the lower latitudes and possibly
precipitating from the atmosphere (Fastook, Head, Forget, Madeleine, & Marchant, 2011;
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Forget, Haberle, Montmessin, Levrard, & Head, 2006; Madeleine et al., 2009). More
specifically, although not absolutely conclusive, this work is closer to associating the Martian
GLFs with “standard” glaciers instead of ice-assisted talus flow or rock glaciers (Hubbard et al.,
2014; Rossi et al., 2011) since their morphology is similar to that created by terrestrial glaciers
that are predominantly composed of ice.
The existence of the glaciers on Mars indicates a paleo-environment that was at least
episodically wet. There has been fluvial and glacial interaction throughout the geologic history
of Mars, including the Noachian and Hesperian epochs (Hobbs et al 2016). However, the most
recent Martian ice-age occurred approximately 5 million years ago at a time of increased
obliquity. The environment was very cold. During that period, ablation from the polar ice caps
created an atmosphere in which water could move from the poles to the mid latitudes. It was
probably deposited through precipitation as a mixture of ice and dust, evidenced by a
sedimentary, ice-rich mantle over much of the mid-latitude surface (Milliken, Mustard, &
Goldsby, 2003; Souness & Hubbard, 2012; Trethewey, 2014). The ice accumulated and started
to flow down gradient. In some cases, it was covered with debris either from the ice-dust
mixture or from the valley sides. Once the glacial period was over (when the obliquity returned
to near 25°), the ice slowed and ceased, but was largely protected from sublimation by the debris
cover, creating the LDA that are often found with the GLF.
This dissertation provides an important addition to the growing body of knowledge of
Mars’ landscape and validates many of the previous theories concerning the past environment
and the presence of glaciers. Other work has been based on visual interpretation of the
landforms and comparing them to terrestrial landscape (e.g. (Carr, 2001)). And much of the
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literature that has used numerical analysis methods is based on simple measurements (e.g. Hobbs
et al. (2016) and Tretheway (2014)) while more complex methods are very limited (e.g. Plaut et
al. (2009)). This research is based on quantifiable data that is measured or computed from the 3dimensional elevation data, therefore removing much of the subjectivity that goes with visual
image interpretation alone.

5.2 FUTURE WORK AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
This work is a significant step in modelling glacial environments and furthering the
knowledge of past Martian environments, but an improvement in the model could increase the
reliability of it. The inclusion of more variables might be the first step to that. For example,
although this research looks at the cross-sectional shape, the long profile may show the
differences as well. The long profile of a non-glaciated valley is typically concave up with the
steepest portion at the up-stream reaches and then decreasing in slope towards the outlet.
Conversely, a glaciated long-profile typically has a more constant slope towards the valley head
and is then concave up towards the bottom. The glaciated profile may also include knobs or
humps where ice was stagnant for a period of time (Hanson, Mason, & Goble, 2006; Sternai,
Herman, Fox, & Castelltort, 2011). Other variables to consider include the length to width ratio,
valley wall slope (Hobbs et al., 2016), and valley depth. Moreover, an improvement in the
model may improve the classification its accuracy, but it may also allow for the inclusion of
intermediate results. The models presented focused on the extreme classifications, either
glaciated or non-glaciated. However, cases exist where the glaciation was less severe or where
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glacial systems were subsequently modified by fluvial activity, or vice versa. An improved
model may be able to pick out those scenarios as well.
Further research with this model should also include applying it to more regions on Mars.
The Souness et al. (2012) dataset includes approximately 1,300 GLFs spread throughout the midlatitude bands. The count available for this application may be constrained by the availability of
elevation data at suitable scales, but more areas than considered here are possible to include.
Furthermore, other GLF research has focused on individual areas or craters (e.g. Hobbs et al.
(2016) and Tretheway (2014)). Applying this model to those sites and comparing results would
be of interest. Other Martian applications to consider are to include previously defined valley
networks or test the effect of varying projections on the model.
Similar to ideas presented above, this model could also be improved by simplifying it. In
the current state utilized for this research, several processes and software are included at different
stages of it. For example, the valley basins are initially constructed and the hypsometric
attributes calculated in ArcGIS. However, most of the other variables are calculated through
MATLAB, and they are ultimately fed into the Orange data mining software. The overall
process could be streamlined, perhaps migrating it to another programming language that is more
universal and integrates well with the data mining software. Ultimately, a package that includes
a user-friendly graphic user interface (GUI) would be very helpful.
Lastly, portions of this research may be applied toward the automated detection of
landforms, especially on Mars. Automated analysis, especially for land features, relies on
quantitative measures that can be extracted from a representative surface. Enhanced
identification of the GLFs, which were identified by visual inspection of remote sensing
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imagery, may be possible by applying the metrics from this research over a region to ascertain
whether others are present or if any were previously misclassified.
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ELA_CALC-MULTI.M
clear;
[Z R]=arcgridread('h2345_dem.txt');% read in arc grid DEM
ws=shaperead('h2345ws.shp'); %read shapefile
mask=zeros(size(Z)); %create an image of 0s the same size as the dem
x={ws.X}; %grab the X coordinates of all the polygons in the shapefile
y={ws.Y}; %grab the y coordinates of all the polygons in the shapefil
n=numel(ws); % find the number of watersheds in the shapefile
%%
for i=1:n
[r c]=map2pix(R,x{i},y{i}); %change grid coords to map coords
r(end)=[];
c(end)=[];
mask=roipoly(mask,c,r); %create a mask of the subject/single polygon
maskedImage = Z; % create copy of dem to manipulate
maskedImage(~mask) = NaN; %for any area that is not masked in the copied
dem, change the value to NaN
demtom = maskedImage; %create copy of single dem to manipulate
minz=min(demtom(:)); format longG %find the minimum elevation of the
single dem
maxz=max(demtom(:)); format longG %find the minimum elevation of the
single dem
S(i).minz=minz; %put the minimum value of each dem in a structure
S(i).maxz=maxz; %put the maximum value of each dem in a structure
disp([num2str(minz),' ',num2str(maxz)]);
end
minZ=min(arrayfun(@(x) min(x.minz),S(:))); %find the global minimum elevation
considering all lowest elevaitons of each dem subset
maxZ=max(arrayfun(@(x) max(x.maxz),S(:))); %find the global minimum elevation
considering all lowest elevaitons of each dem subset
%% Creates a subset of the DEM and finds the HBEE of it
tic
for i=1:n
[r c]=map2pix(R,x{i},y{i}); %change grid coords to map coords
r(end)=[];
c(end)=[];
mask=roipoly(mask,c,r); %create a mask of the subject/single polygon
maskedImage = Z; % create copy of dem to manipulate
maskedImage(~mask) = NaN; %for any area that is not masked in the copied
dem, change the value to NaN
demtom = maskedImage; %create copy of single dem to manipulate
%minz=min(demtom(:)); %find the minimum elevation of th single dem
%S(i).minz=minz; %put the minimum value of each dem in a structure
%minZ=min(arrayfun(@(x) min(x.minz),S(:))); %find the global minimum
elevation considering all lowest elevaitons of each dem subset
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demtom(maskedImage>prctile(maskedImage(:),43)) = Inf; % find all cells
less than 43% (from Bahr et al 2009) of total elevation
%imagesc(demtom,[min(maskedImage(:)) max(maskedImage(:))]); %display
resultant dem with top 57% masked
ELAtom=max(demtom(demtom(:)<inf)); %identify elevation/contour at 57/43
split
%
HBEEmin=ELAtom/minZ;
%
HBEEmax=ELAtom/maxZ;

%
%

S(i).ELA=ELAtom; %put the elevation/contour into a structure
S(i).Name=ws(i).Id; %pair the elev/cont with the individual name
%S(i).degGlc=ws(i).degGlac;
S(i).HBEEmin=HBEEmin;
S(i).HBEEmax=HBEEmax;

end
%%
ELAmed=median([S.ELA]);
for i=1:n
S(i).HBEEmed=(S(i).ELA)/ELAmed;
end
%% Lists the ELA of each of the DEM subsets
for i=1:n
disp([num2str(S(i).Name),' ',num2str(S(i).ELA), '
',num2str(S(i).HBEEmed)])%,'
',num2str(S(i).HBEEmin), '
',num2str(S(i).HBEEmax) ]);
end
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GEOMORPHONS.M
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Z
C
L
T

=
=
=
=

elevation raster
cellsize
lookup distance in pixels
slope tolerance value (what is flat)

geomorphon is a numeric code indicating a terrain type
terrainCode is a Wood code indicating the relationship between the
central pixel and its neighbors
1 Flat
2 Peak
3 Ridge
4 Shoulder
5 Spur
6 Slope
7 Hollow
8 Footslope
9 Valley
10 Pit

function [geomorphon terrainCode cmap] = geomorphons(Z,C,L,T)
if (nargin<3) L = 20; end
if (nargin<4) T = 1; end
% Prepare the data structure. f keeps track of the "digit" to append.
% Upper left neighbor is the least significant digit, left digit is the
% most significant digit.
bc = zeros(size(Z),'uint32');
f = uint32(1);
for i = 1:8
opn = openness(Z,C,L,i) - openness(-Z,C,L,i);
tempMat = ones(size(opn),'uint32');
tempMat(opn > T) = 2;
tempMat(opn < -T) = 0;
% Record the result.
bc = bc + f*tempMat;
% Increment f
f = f * 10;
end
% Convert the base3 representation to decimal for brevity
terrainCode = uint16(base2dec2(bc,3));
lut = getEquivalents();
terrainCode = intlut(terrainCode,[lut; zeros((2^16)-length(lut),1)]);
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geomorphon = jsClassify(terrainCode);
cmap = [0 255 0; ... % 0
221 220 224; ... %1 Flat
34 21 15; ... % 2 Peak
150 22 19; ... % 3 Ridge
184 63 32; ... % 4 Shoulder
231 206 50; ... % 5 Spur
231 231 60; ... %6 Slope
178 201 35; ... %7 Hollow
135 181 108; ... %8 Footslope
53 52 131; ... %9 Valley
15 13 11]./255; %10 Pit
%
%
%
%
end

rgb = jsDraw(geomorphon);
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RUNSCRIPT.M
% Load the raster, and worldfile
% Z = imread('Nachusa_LIDAR.tif');
[Z R]=arcgridread('brock04a_dem.txt');% read in arc grid DEM
Z = double(Z);
% R = worldfileread('Nachusa_LIDAR.tfw');
%%
% Fix bad min values that are actually no data values
% Z(Z==min(Z(:))) = NaN;
% Set parameters for geomorphon calculation
cellsize = R(2);
% in map units, usually calculated
lookupDistance = 20; % in pixels, usually not significant for larger values
slope_threshold = 1; % in degrees, very significant
%%
[G TC cmap] = geomorphons(Z,cellsize,lookupDistance,slope_threshold);
%%
% writing out the geomorphon data
imwrite(uint8(G),cmap,'Nachusa4.png');
worldfilewrite(R,'Nachusa4.pgw');
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OPEN_GET_MULTI.M
clear;
%
[Z R]=arcgridread('brock04c_dem.txt');% read in arc grid DEM
ws=shaperead('brock04c_ws.shp'); %read shapefile
[Stm]=arcgridread('brock04c_stm.txt');
[StmOrd]=arcgridread('Brock04c_StmOrder.txt');
%
%
%
%

[Z R]=arcgridread('sawtooth_dem.txt');% read in arc grid DEM
ws=shaperead('sawtooth_ws.shp'); %read shapefile
[Stm]=arcgridread('Sawtooth_stm.txt');
[StmOrd]=arcgridread('Sawtooth_StmOrder.txt');

mask=zeros(size(Z)); %create an image of 0s the same size as the dem
x={ws.X}; %grab the X coordinates of all the polygons in the shapefile
y={ws.Y}; %grab the y coordinates of all the polygons in the shapefil
n=numel(ws); % find the number of watersheds in the shapefile
%% curvature of DEM
% This uses the Curvature function, downloaded from the internet.
% Default scale is 1 cell in each 8 directions (curvature(Z,1)). To go
% larger, add/change second number in command
%[profc planc]=curvature(Z,1);
[profc]=curvature(Z,1); % 3x3 window
% [profc5]=curvature(Z,2); % 5x5 window, added for mars data for single run
of routine
%% Geomorphons raster
% 1 Flat
2 Peak
10 Pit
% Set parameters for geomorphon calculation
cellsize = R(2);
% in map units, usually calculated
lookupDistance = 20; % in pixels, usually not significant for larger values
slope_threshold = 2; % in degrees, very significant
[G TC cmap] = geomorphons(profc,cellsize,lookupDistance,slope_threshold);
G(G==2)=20; % Change the values of 2 to 20 because the geomorphons result of
the curvature raster finds classes 1, 2 & 10; average results may be scewed
because 1 & 2 are very close numerically but represent different landforms.
G=double(G);
%% Create Openness arrays to read
% For openess of DEM, change input to Z (instead of profc, which is used
% for the profile cuvature
C=R(2);
%[Opn2 Opndist2]=openness(Z,C,2); Not used on Mars data since it wasn't
%significant to model
[Opn5 Opndist5]=openness(Z,C,5); %DEM openness
[Opn10 Opndist10]=openness(Z,C,10); %DEM openness
%[Opn20 Opndist20]=openness(Z,C,20);Not used on Mars data since it wasn't
%significant to Earth model
% below added for Mars to run routine one time instead of changing raster
% to create Openness arrays for
[Opn10curv3 Opndist10curv3]=openness(profc,C,10); %Curvature openness on 3x3
window
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% [Opn10curv5 Opndist10curv5]=openness(profc5,C,10);%Curvature openness on
5x5 window
%% Creates a subset of the DEM and finds the HBEE of it, then perform one of
several functions using the HBEE (code modified accordingly)
for i=1:n
[r c]=map2pix(R,x{i},y{i}); %change grid coords to map coords
r(end)=[];
c(end)=[];
mask=roipoly(mask,c,r); %create a mask of the subject/single polygon
maskedImage = Z; % create copy of dem to manipulate
maskedImage(~mask) = NaN; %for any area that is not masked in the copied
dem, change the value to NaN
demtom = maskedImage; %create copy of single dem to manipulate
demtom(maskedImage>prctile(maskedImage(:),43)) = Inf; % find all cells
less than 43% (from Bahr et al 2009) of total elevation
ELAtom=max(demtom(demtom(:)<inf)); %identify elevation/contour at 57/43
split
S(i).ELA=ELAtom; %put the elevation/contour into a structure
S(i).Name=ws(i).Id; %pair the elev/cont with the individual name
L=maskedImage>S(i).ELA; % create a mask of only the values of the DEM
above the HBEE
%maskedImage(~L)=NaN; % create a subset of the DEM based on the HBEE
%
StmMask=Stm.*maskedImage; % intersect the stream raster w/ the DEM that
is above the HBEE. Works because the stream raster is 1, so multiplying the
two only keeps the values that are common
%
Cmask=StmMask>1; %create a mask of the streams that intersect the DEM
above the HBEE. Works by selecting only the cells that have a value greater
than 1, which should be only the intersects since those have the value of the
DEM but those around it are NaN
%
CC=bwconncomp(Cmask); %Connected components: finds the regions of the
connected pixels that are the streams
StmOrdMask=StmOrd.*L; % intersect the stream order raster w/ the masked
DEM that is above the HBEE.
StmOrdMaskCC=StmOrdMask>=(max(StmOrdMask(:))); % Maximum stream order
CC=bwconncomp(StmOrdMaskCC); %Connected components: finds the regions
of the connected pixels that are the highest stream order. Need to do this
in case there are more than one of the max values of the stream orders

%
%

%

% The below code used to find the average openness at each pixel of
% the max stream order above the HBEE
StmOrdOpn2=(StmOrdMaskCC).*Opn2;
avgStmOpn2=mean(StmOrdOpn2(StmOrdOpn2>1));
StmOrdOpn5=(StmOrdMaskCC).*Opn5;
avgStmOpn5=mean(StmOrdOpn5(StmOrdOpn5>1));
StmOrdOpn10=(StmOrdMaskCC).*Opn10;
avgStmOpn10=mean(StmOrdOpn10(StmOrdOpn10>1));
StmOrdOpn20=(StmOrdMaskCC).*Opn20;
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

avgStmOpn20=mean(StmOrdOpn20(StmOrdOpn20>1));
StmOrdOpndist2=(StmOrdMaskCC).*Opndist2;
avgStmOpndist2=(mean(StmOrdOpndist2(StmOrdOpndist2>1))/C);
StmOrdOpndist5=(StmOrdMaskCC).*Opndist5;
avgStmOpndist5=(mean(StmOrdOpndist5(StmOrdOpndist5>1))/C);
StmOrdOpndist10=(StmOrdMaskCC).*Opndist10;
avgStmOpndist10=(mean(StmOrdOpndist10(StmOrdOpndist10>1))/C);
StmOrdOpndist20=(StmOrdMaskCC).*Opndist20;
avgStmOpndist20=(mean(StmOrdOpndist20(StmOrdOpndist20>1))/C);
StmOrdOpndist10curv3=(StmOrdMaskCC).*Opndist10curv3;

avgStmOpndist10curv3=(mean(StmOrdOpndist10curv3(StmOrdOpndist10curv3>1))/C);
%
StmOrdOpndist10curv5=(StmOrdMaskCC).*Opndist10curv5;
%
avgStmOpndist10curv5=(mean(StmOrdOpndist10curv5(StmOrdOpndist10curv5>1))/C);
% Below loop not used for openess of max stream order intersected w/
% openess
%for k=1:CC.NumObjects %from 1 to the number of regions
% The below code used to find the average Geomorphon classification at
each pixel of
% the max stream order above the HBEE
StmOrdGeomorph=(StmOrdMaskCC).*G;
avgStmGeorph=mean(StmOrdGeomorph(StmOrdGeomorph>=1));
modStmGeorph=mode(StmOrdGeomorph(StmOrdGeomorph>=1)); %calculates
mode instead of avg

% The below reads the openness value at the minimum elevation (i.e. at the
% HBEE) of highest order stream intersecting the region above the HBEE
%
[minZ(k) minZidx(k)]=min(Z(CC.PixelIdxList{k})); % read the openess
values at the minimum elevation for each region and return the minimum
%
Openess(k).minOpn2=Opn2(CC.PixelIdxList{k}(minZidx(k))); % store the
minimums in a structure
%
Openess(k).minOpn5=Opn5(CC.PixelIdxList{k}(minZidx(k)));
%
Openess(k).minOpn10=Opn10(CC.PixelIdxList{k}(minZidx(k)));
%
Openess(k).minOpn20=Opn20(CC.PixelIdxList{k}(minZidx(k)));
%
Openess(k).minOpndist2=(Opndist2(CC.PixelIdxList{k}(minZidx(k)))/C);
%
Openess(k).minOpndist5=(Opndist5(CC.PixelIdxList{k}(minZidx(k)))/C);
%
Openess(k).minOpndist10=(Opndist10(CC.PixelIdxList{k}(minZidx(k)))/C);
%
Openess(k).minOpndist20=(Opndist20(CC.PixelIdxList{k}(minZidx(k)))/C);
% The below reads the openness value for region and returns the minimum
openess value, not necessarily the value at the minimum elev of the stream
%
minOpn2(k)=min(Opn2(CC.PixelIdxList{k}));% read the openess values
for each region and return the minimum
%
minOpn5(k)=min(Opn5(CC.PixelIdxList{k}));
%
minOpn10(k)=min(Opn10(CC.PixelIdxList{k}));
%
minOpn20(k)=min(Opn20(CC.PixelIdxList{k}));
%
minOpndist2(k)=min(Opndist2(CC.PixelIdxList{k}));
%
minOpndist5(k)=min(Opndist5(CC.PixelIdxList{k}));
%
minOpndist10(k)=min(Opndist10(CC.PixelIdxList{k}));
%
minOpndist20(k)=min(Opndist20(CC.PixelIdxList{k}));
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Openess(k).minOp2=minOpn2(k);% store the minimums in a structure
Openess(k).minOp5=minOpn5(k);
Openess(k).minOp10=minOpn10(k);
Openess(k).minOp20=minOpn20(k);
Openess(k).minOpndist2=minOpndist2(k);
Openess(k).minOpndist5=minOpndist5(k);
Openess(k).minOpndist10=minOpndist10(k);
Openess(k).minOpndist20=minOpndist20(k);

% end
%
S(i).Opn2=mean(minOpn2);%find the average openness of the values of the
minimum stream eleva from above based on the number of regions
%
S(i).Opn5=mean(minOpn5);
%
S(i).Opn10=mean(minOpn10);
%
S(i).Opn20=mean(minOpn20);
%
S(i).Opndist2=mean(minOpndist2);%find the average openness based on the
number of regions
%
S(i).Opndist5=mean(minOpndist5);
%
S(i).Opndist10=mean(minOpndist10);
%
S(i).Opndist20=mean(minOpndist20);
%
S(i).Op2=mean([Openess.minOpn2]); %find the average openness based on
the number of regions
%
S(i).Op5=mean([Openess.minOpn5]);
%
S(i).Op10=mean([Openess.minOpn10]);
%
S(i).Op20=mean([Openess.minOpn20]);
%
S(i).Opndist2=mean([Openess.minOpndist2]);
%
S(i).Opndist5=mean([Openess.minOpndist5]);
%
S(i).Opndist10=mean([Openess.minOpndist10]);
%
S(i).Opndist20=mean([Openess.minOpndist20]);
%

%
%
%
%
%

S(i).Op2=avgStmOpn2;
S(i).Op5=avgStmOpn5;
S(i).Op10=avgStmOpn10;
S(i).Op20=avgStmOpn20;
S(i).Opndist2=avgStmOpndist2;
S(i).Opndist5=avgStmOpndist5;
%S(i).Opndist10=avgStmOpndist10;
S(i).Opndist20=avgStmOpndist20;
S(i).Opndist10curv3=avgStmOpndist10curv3;
S(i).Opndist10curv5=avgStmOpndist10curv5;

S(i).Geomorph2=avgStmGeorph;
S(i).Geomorph3=modStmGeorph;
clear Openess minZ minZidx
disp([num2str(S(i).Name),' ',num2str(S(i).ELA), ' ',num2str(S(i).Op5), '
',num2str(S(i).Op10),' ',num2str(S(i).Geomorph2),'
',num2str(S(i).Opndist10curv3)])%,' ',num2str(S(i).Opndist10), '
',num2str(S(i).Op10), ' ',num2str(S(i).Op20),' ',num2str(S(i).Opndist2), '
',num2str(S(i).Opndist5), ' ',num2str(S(i).Opndist20)]) ,
end
%%
imwrite(uint8(G),cmap,'Brock04aCurGeomor5.png');
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worldfilewrite(R,'Brock04aCurGeomor5.pgw');
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OPENNESS.M
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

openness
Calculates positive openness, a measure the dominance or enclosure of a
location on an irregular surface (Yokoyama, Shirasawa, and Pike, 2002).
For negative openness, submit -Z rather than Z.

%
%
%
%
%
%

This algorithm works by creating 3D array of size(Z) by 8 (since
there are eight neighbors). The minimum angle (defined by the angle
to the pixel and a line moving straight up from the "observer") is
retained for each direction. In this way, a higher neighboring point
produces a smaller view angle for that direction. The mean of the
array reports openness.

Syntax
[opn opnDist] = openness(Z,cellSize,lookupDistance)
Where opn is a measure of openness (in degrees)
and opnDist is a measure of average distance (in map units) to the
8 pixels containing the minimum angle.

From the abstract:
A new parameter, here termed openness, expressing the degree
of dominance or enclosure of a location on an irregular
surface, is developed to visualize topographic character.
Openness is an angular measure of the relation between
surface relief and horizontal distance. For angles less than 90",
it is equivalent to the internal angle of a cone, its apex at a
DEM location, constrained by neighboring elevations within a
specified radial distance. Openness incorporates the terrain
line-of-sight, or viewshed, concept and is calculated from
multiple zenith and nadir angles-here along eight azimuths.
Openness has two viewer perspectives. Positive values,
expressing openness above the surface, are high for convex
forms, whereas negative values describe this attribute below
the surface and are high for concave forms. Openness values
are mapped by gray-scale tones. The emphasis of terrain
convexity and concavity in openness maps facilitates the
interpretation of landforms on the Earth's surface and its
seafloor, and on the planets, as well as features on any
irregular surface-such as those generated by industrial
procedures.

function [opn, opnDist] = openness(Z,cellSize,lookupDist,directionsToCheck)
% Default parameters
if nargin<4
directionsToCheck = 1:8;
end
if nargin<3
C = 1;
end
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if nargin<2
L = 1;
end
% Neighbor directions are clockwise from upper-left.
neighbors = 1:8;
% There is one copy of each neighbor (1-8).
opn = repmat(Inf*ones(size(Z)),[1 1 length(neighbors)]);
% If the distance to the minimum angle is requested
opnDistRequested = false;
if nargout>1
opnDist = nan(size(opn));
opnDistRequested = true;
end
% Open
% Create a small distance vector to weight diagonal distances correctly.
dlist = [1 sqrt(2)];
% For each neighbor direction and lookup distance look for the maximum
% and minimum angle corresponding to negative and positive openness
for i = 1:lookupDist
for j=1:length(neighbors)
% Calculate the shifted distances in map distance
dist = cellSize * i * dlist(mod(neighbors(j),2)+1);
% Calculate the angle to these pixels
thisAngle = 90-atand((ashift(Z,neighbors(j),i)-Z)./dist);
% Find where the new angles are less than the old angles.
% This requires a "reindexing" by factoring in what layer
% of the openness "answer" matrix I'm looking at.
whereSmaller = find(thisAngle < opn(:,:,j));
% Wherever those smaller values occurred, write in the new
% minimum to the answer array
opn(whereSmaller + (j-1)*numel(Z)) = thisAngle(whereSmaller);
if opnDistRequested
opnDist(whereSmaller + (j-1)*numel(Z)) = dist;
end
end
end
% Openness is defined as the mean of the 8 neighbors
opn = mean(opn,3);
if opnDistRequested
opnDist = nanmean(opnDist,3);
end
end
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%%
% This function pastes part of an array along a specified direction and
% number of pixels. Directions clockwise from top-left (1) to left (8).
function [M] = ashift(M,dir,n)
if nargin<3
n = 1;
end
switch dir
case 1
M(1+n:end,1+n:end) = M(1:end-n,1:end-n);
case 2
M(1+n:end,:) = M(1:end-n,:);
case 3
M(1+n:end,1:end-n) = M(1:end-n,1+n:end);
case 4
M(:,1:end-n) = M(:,1+n:end);
case 5
M(1:end-n,1:end-n) = M(1+n:end,1+n:end);
case 6
M(1:end-n,:) = M(1+n:end,:);
case 7
M(1:end-n,1+n:end) = M(1+n:end,1:end-n);
case 8
M(:,1+n:end) = M(:,1:end-n);
end
end

